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G.P. Gaidar

P.I. Baranskii
EFFECT OF THERMAL TREATMENT ON
DRAG SEEBECK COEFFICIENT ANISOTROPY PARAMETER
OF TRANSMUTATION-DOPED SILICON CRYSTALS

It is shown that under the coincident (within the measurement errors) values of mobility anisotropy
parameter K   /  || the values of Seebeck coefficient anisotropy parameter M   ||ph /  ph in trans-

mutation-doped n-Si samples are much lower than in n-Si crystals doped with the same phosphorus
impurity, but through the melt. It has been established that high-temperature annealing performed on
transmutation-doped n-Si crystals at temperature Тanneal = 1200 ºС, irrespective of the annealing
duration (in the range of 2  72 h) leads to an increase in the value of parameter M, and this effect was
more pronounced at quick cooling (at a rate of ~ 1000 °C/min) from Тanneal to room temperature.
Key words: silicon, transmutation doping, thermal annealing, cooling rate, Seebeck coefficient
anisotropy parameter.

Introduction
The electrophysical properties of transmutation-doped and conventional n-Si crystals, doped
with phosphorous impurity through the melt (in the process of crystal growth by the Czochralski
method), are compared in a number of works (see, for instance, [1 – 4]). Comparison of thermoelectric
characteristics [5] of transmutation-doped and conventional silicon crystals was made in [6 – 9], where
it is shown that with a higher homogeneity of impurity distribution in the bulk [10 – 12], as well as
higher values of electron mobility measured at 77 K, the transmutation-doped n-Si crystals are
characterized (all other factors being equal) by lower values of drag Seebeck coefficient anisotropy
parameter М =  ||ph/ph as compared to conventional crystals doped with phosphorous impurity
through the melt. The latter is due to the fact that residual defects not eliminated from the bulk of
transmutation-doped silicon crystals by standard process annealing (performed at 800  850 ºС for
1  2 h) and having no direct effect on the electron subsystem, introduce significant changes into
effects occurring even in electron subsystem with participation of long-wave phonons. However, hightemperature annealing of transmutation-doped crystals can improve considerably their thermoelectric
characteristics [8]. There is also a paper [13] where it is shown that thermal treatment of conventional
n-Si crystals does not result in considerable change of their thermoelectric parameters.
To clarify the reasons for this difference, experiments were performed to study the influence
of high-temperature annealing and cooling conditions on the thermoelectric properties of
transmutation-doped silicon crystals, and that was the purpose of this work.
Results and discussion
Three types of annealing were used: process annealing (Т = 800 оС, t = 2 h); high-temperature
ISSN 1607-8829, 2015
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A-type annealing (Тanneal = 1200 оС, t = 2 h); high-temperature B-type annealing (Тanneal = 1200 оС,
t = 72 h); cooling rates after high-temperature annealing were cool = 1 and 1000 оС/min. The object
of study was conventional and transmutation-doped n-Si crystals. Conventional crystals were grown
by the Czochralski method and were not subject to annealing (initial state). The n-Si crystals used
later for transmutation doping were grown by zone melting technique. All transmutation-doped
crystals (after silicon radiation with thermal neutrons) were first subject to process annealing at
800 оС for 2 hours (the state after such annealing will be considered to be initial for transmutationdoped crystals), and then – either to A-type or B-type annealing.
The basic parameters of samples under study are given in Table, where ne and  are charge
carrier concentration and mobility, respectively, found from the Hall measurements; 0 is electric
resistivity in the absence of strong uniaxial mechanical stress Х;  is resistivity at Х  0.6 GPa,



X || J || [001], J is current density when measuring tensoresistance (characteristic dependences

Х/0 are represented in Fig. 1);   and  0 are tensothermopower ( X || Т || [001]) at Х  0.6 GPa and
Х = 0, respectively (characteristic dependences Х /0 are represented in Fig. 2);    ||ph  ph is
thermopower anisotropy;  e is electron (diffusion) component of thermopower calculated by the
Pisarenko formula [14]:

Fig. 1. Typical dependences of tensoresistance Х /0 on the value of uniaxial mechanical stress


X // J // [001] at Т = 85 K for conventional (1) and transmutation-doped (2) n-Si crystals.

Fig. 2. Typical dependences of tensothermopower Х /0 on the value of uniaxial mechanical stress

X // Т // [001] at Т = 85 K for conventional (1) and transmutation-doped (2) n-Si crystals.
6
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where n0 is charge carrier concentration; e is electron charge; k is the Boltzmann constant; T is
temperature; h is the Planck constant; m*  N 3/ 2

3

m || m2 is density-of-state effective mass; N is the

number of isoenergetic ellipsoids; m || and m  are effective masses of charge carriers lengthwise and
crosswise the long axis of isoenergetic ellipsoid, respectively.
The value of mobility anisotropy parameter K is known to be experimentally obtained (see, for
instance, [15]) from the data on tensoresistance with the use of relationship

K
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2
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where  || and  are charge carrier mobilities lengthwise and crosswise the long axis of isoenergetic
ellipsoid, respectively.
The phonon drag thermopower anisotropy parameter will be found through use of the
following expression [8]:
M
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and ph are phonon components of thermopower lengthwise and crosswise the long axis
where  ph
||
of isoenergetic ellipsoid found from the formulae

ph    e   ||ph ,

(4)

0ph  0  e ,

(5)

ph   ph
|| / M .

(6)

For the interpretation of the results we used the concentration dependence of drag
thermopower anisotropy parameter М (Fig. 3, curve L), borrowed from [16].
Anisotropy parameters K and М, measured on silicon single crystals doped with phosphorous
impurity by nuclear transmutation and in the process of growth by the Czochralski method were
compared. It turned out that the values of drag thermopower anisotropy parameter М of crystals
doped with phosphorous impurity through the melt (Fig. 3, dots а and b) obtained in this paper for
comparison with transmutation-doped crystals of similar concentration exactly fall on curve L. And
the values of parameter М for transmutation-doped crystals (with about the same carrier
concentration ne) are arranged much lower of this curve (Fig. 3, dots 1 – 4).
It can be assumed that substantial underrating of the values of parameter М for transmutationdoped crystals (as compared to standard curve obtained in the experiments with conventional
crystals) is related to the emergence of lattice violations, i.e. residual defects. Such defects arise in
huge concentrations in the process of transmutation doping and are not eliminated completely under
conditions of relatively low-temperature (800 оС) process annealing of relatively short duration (2 h).
It should be noted that process annealing is a final and absolutely necessary stage of
transmutation doping process. Silicon radiation with thermal neutrons is also accompanied by
radiation with fast neutrons and  - component of reactor spectrum. This results in silicon single
8
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crystals saturated with all currently known radiation defects, which is promoted by extremely
intensive integral neutron fluxes ( 1018  1019 n/cm2) in nuclear reactor channels. Therefore,
irrespective of the initial material type and its parameters, the as-irradiated transmutation-doped
silicon is characterized by р-type conductivity with resistivity   105  106 cm and very low
lifetime of minor carriers. Moreover, after silicon irradiation with nuclear reactor neutrons the 31Sі

atoms (which spontaneously go into 31Р according to nuclear reaction 30 Si  n, γ  31Si 
 31P ) are


as a rule found in the interstitial position. Such position corresponds to electrically inactive state.
Therefore, for annealing of radiation defects and for activation of phosphorous atoms 31Р showing
donor properties in the bulk of silicon only in lattice nodes, the transmutation-doped silicon must be
subject to thermal treatment.
As shown by experiment, residual defects that were not eliminated during process annealing
did not demonstrate marked influence on the electron subsystem of samples under study (mobility
anisotropy parameter K remained practically unchanged), but changed essentially the effects
occurring with participation of long-wave phonons.
Therefore, one could try to eliminate the underrating of parameter М values relative to
standard curve L (Fig. 3) observed in the experiments with transmutation-doped silicon by annealing
these crystals at higher temperatures than those (800 оС) used for process annealing. In all
probability, annealing at higher temperatures will be able to transform, at least partially, the residual
defects into such (point) defects on which phonons will be scattered less efficiently. Such process
should have been accompanied by increase in parameter М, which was confirmed experimentally.
From Table it is seen that mobility anisotropy K is practically independent (within measurement
error) of doping method or the employed thermal treatment modes, whereas drag Seebeck coefficient
anisotropy parameter М is essentially responsive to annealing with subsequent cooling.

Fig. 3. Dependence of drag Seebeck coefficient anisotropy parameter М =  ||ph/ph on electron
concentration ne: 1) in conventional (doped with phosphorous impurity from the melt) n-Si crystals at
Т = 85 K: solid curve L; 2) in transmutation-doped crystals, subject to low-temperature process annealing at
800 ºС for 2 h: dots 1 – 4; 3) in transmutation-doped crystals, annealed at high temperature (1200 ºС) and
cooled at different rates (1 and 1000 ºС/min): dots 1' – 4' and 1", 4", respectively.

In Fig. 3, dots 1' – 4' and 1'', 4'' represent the data of experiments (see also Table) performed
on transmutation-doped crystals annealed at 1200 оС. The results (irrespective of annealing duration
ISSN 1607-8829
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in the range of 2  72 h) exceeded expectations, since the values of parameter М measured on
annealed crystals not just “moved up” to position of curve L (as might be expected), but all without
exception were well above this curve. In so doing, the values obtained with fast (cool = 1000 оС/min)
cooling of transmutation-doped crystals after annealing at 1200 оС proved to be so large (dots 1'' and
4'') that even with conditionally accepted linear change of function М = М (ne) (along a line segment
in the form of strokes) they could be observed only at such values of ne  108 cm-3 which in the
framework of existing technology of fabrication (and doping) of conventional silicon crystals are
certainly unattainable.
What critical weaknesses of the method for growing (and doping) conventional crystals
prevent from obtaining on them so high values of thermopower anisotropy parameter (and other
thermoelectric characteristics) which are relatively easily obtained at comparable ne on
transmutation-doped silicon crystals annealed at higher temperatures?
The reason is probably as follows. In transmutation-doped crystals, the values of parameter М
are transferred from positions 1 – 4 to positions 1' – 4' (and 1'', 4'') only due to high-temperature
annealing, exempting the annealed crystal from the defects on which long-wave phonons are
scattered that are responsible for the appearance of drag thermopower. Therefore, it is natural to
believe that the process of conventional crystals growth and their doping with phosphorous impurity
through the melt is accompanied by the emergence of stable and rather efficient scatterers for longwave phonons in the form of impurity clusters which satisfy the condition d clust ~ λ ph / 4 , which
inevitably complicates formation of drag thermopower in such crystals. Indeed, under conditions of
growth (and doping) of conventional crystals the emergence of small-size impurity clusters [17] is
Si
 1400 o C strongly violating mutual correlation of impurity
promoted by high temperature Tcryst

centres [18]. At such temperature, impurity atoms are introduced into silicon lattice, whereas under
conditions of neutron transmutation the atoms of doping impurity will only statistically uniformly
appear in lattice nodes in the entire volume of irradiated crystal.
By the example of obtaining a material with high thermoelectric figures (М, ,  and
others; see Table) through high-temperature annealing of transmutation-doped silicon crystals one
can make certain in the relative character of what is often called the quality of semiconductor
material. Indeed, seeking to improve by this method the thermoelectric characteristics of
transmutation-doped silicon crystals, we inevitably get in these crystals sufficiently low lifetime
values of minor carriers  (within several units or tens of microseconds). Resting upon lowtemperature process annealing, i.e. showing proper care about lifetime, we, naturally, will not be able
to obtain on the basis of transmutation-doped silicon crystals high-quality material designed for
thermoelectric applications. Similar statements remain correct regarding other characteristics of
semiconductor materials (such as the dislocation density, the content of related impurities, etc.).
For these reasons, the quality of semiconductor materials should be considered as intimately
linked with the specific tasks that must be solved, using these or other materials, showing special
care about parameters governing realization of functional capabilities of specific semiconductor
instruments and devices.
Conclusions

1. It was discovered that for silicon samples doped with phosphorous by nuclear transmutation the
thermopower anisotropy parameter is considerably lower than for the samples doped through the
melt in the process of growth by the Czochralski method, with practically coincident values of
10
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mobility anisotropy parameter K. It was concluded that these changes are caused by residual
defects on which long-wave phonons are strongly scattered, producing no effect on electron
subsystem.
2. It was established that high-temperature annealing (Тanneal = 1200 оС; t = 2  72 h) in
transmutation-doped n-Sі crystals increases Seebeck coefficient anisotropy parameter, this effect
being more pronounced at quick cooling of samples. It was revealed that mobility anisotropy
parameter K is practically independent either of doping method or of thermal treatment used.
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THE IMPACT OF DIMENSIONS, MAGNETIC FIELD, ELASTIC DEFORMATION
ON THE THERMOELECTRIC FIGURE OF MERIT OF THE TOPOLOGICAL
INSULATOR WIRES BASED ON SEMICONDUCTOR Bi1-xSbx WIRES
This paper presents the experimental results of a study of thermoelectric properties of the
topological insulator (TI) wires based on semiconductor Bi1-xSbx wires. Glass-coated
semiconductor Bi-17 at % Sb wires prepared by the Ulitovsky liquid phase casting method were
single crystals strictly of cylindrical shape with diameters ranging from 100 nm to 1000 nm and
crystallographic orientation (1011) along the wire axis. It has been found that the energy gap
Eg in the Bi-17 at % Sb wires increases with decreasing wire diameter as 1/d, which is a
manifestation of the quantum size effect. At low temperatures, a deviation from the exponential
temperature dependence of the resistance R ~ exp (E/2kBT) is observed; the conductivity of the
wires increases with decreasing diameter which is most pronounced at Т = 4.2 К due to the TI
properties, in particular, the presence of surface states with high conductivity. The effect of
temperature, magnetic field, elastic deformation, and the diameter of the Bi-17 at % Sb wires on
power factor P.f. = 2 in the temperature range of 4.2 – 300 K has been studied. It has been
shown that the maximum P.f. value is achieved at T = 300 K for wires with d = 100 nm and P.f.
decreases with increasing diameter d. It has been found that both the magnetic field (H  I) and the
elastic deformation of the wires lead to increase in the power factor by 35 – 40 % at T > 150 K;
this finding opens up the possibility of optimizing the thermoelectric parameters of Bi1-xSbx TI
based wires for use in thermoelectric energy converters.
Key words: thermoelectricity, semiconductor nanowires, topological insulator, quantum size
effect, deformation.

Introduction
It is known that Bi1-xSbx alloys in the semiconductor concentration range for many years
have been the best magnetothermoelectric material in the intrinsic region and have been widely
used as n-legs in thermoelectric power converters at low temperatures (40 < T < 150 K) [1 – 6].
Bi1-xSbx (0  x  1) alloys form a continuous series of solid solutions. With a change in Sb
concentration from 0 to 1, the energy spectrum of Bi is being constantly rearranged into Sb
spectrum, forming in the concentration range (0.08 < x < 0.25) a semiconductor phase with
maximum gap 25 meV (Fig. 1) [7].
ISSN 1607-88292015
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Fig. 1. Schematic of energy spectrum rearrangement in Bi1-xSbx
alloys versus the concentration of Sb (0 < x < 0.25 Sb).

Optimization of thermoelectric materials includes three parameters - thermopower  (the
Seebeck coefficient), electric conductivity of material  and thermal conductivity  = (e+p), where
e is electron thermal conductivity and p is lattice thermal conductivity. The thermoelectric figure of
merit Z = 2/e+p [2].
Long-term manipulation of these parameters has not resulted in the improvement of
thermoelectric figure of merit (Z > 1), the reasons for which have been considered in detail in papers
and reviews [3 – 9].
A new impetus to development of thermoelectric materials was given by theoretical works of
M.S. Dresselhaus with co-authors [10 – 13] dedicated to low-dimensional quantum systems (wires,
films, quantum dots) based on Bi and Bi1-xSbx materials in which quantum size effects are most
pronounced and in which considerable improvement of thermoelectric figure of merit ZT was
predicted. It was shown that sample dimensions (thickness or diameter d) become an additional
parameter affecting the thermoelectric figure of merit of material, when at least one of sample
h
dimensions d is commensurate to the Broglie wavelength λ  .
p

The reason for this is increase in the density of states of charge carriers g(Е) leading in
quantum systems to increase of thermopower , as well as decrease in thermal conductivity  due to
reduction of the mean free path of carriers and phonons because of additional scattering on the
boundaries. Rapid development of nanotechnologies promoted experimental development of
thermoelectric nanomaterials. However, experimental results obtained during recent 15 – 20 years
are more modest than theoretical. Several papers [14, 15] reported on obtaining ZT = 2 at Т = 300 K
in Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3 superlattices and ZT = 3 at Т = 450 K in quantum dot PbTe/PbSeTe superlattices.
The thermoelectric achievements in low-dimensional semiconductors are most fully covered in the
paper by J.P. Heremans [16]. A particularly complex issue is reproducibility of results and their real
use in thermoelectricity.
In recent years much attention has been given to a new class of materials – topological
insulators [17 – 19] which include Bi1-xSbx alloys in semiconductor region (Fig. 1). In [20] it was
shown that the state of topological insulator is realized in semiconductors with inverted spectrum.
It was long believed that in the semimetal Bi1-xSbx alloys with x < 0.04 the energy spectrum at
point L is inverted and in the alloys with x > 0.04 it is direct, since in the electron and hole spectrum at
point L the ”saddle point” was not found. However, in 1998 the authors of [21] discovered the “saddle
point” in the electron and hole spectra at point L of the Brillouin zone, at х  0.15, so with increase in k,
14
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the E(k) relationship acquires a double-humped shape. Thus, the spectrum of Bi at point L is direct, and
the spectrum of Bi1-xSbx (0.04 < x < 1) alloys is inverted, and so in these alloys in semiconductor region
one should expect manifestation of TI properties, particularly in low-dimensional systems.
Semiconductor Bi1-xSbx alloys were the first open thee-dimensional TI with five intersected Fermi
levels of surface band [22, 23]. Studies by means of angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) have proved the existence of surface states in the semiconductor Bi1-xSbx alloys with the
dispersion law which enables one to refer these alloys to the class of topological insulators [24].
High carrier mobilities from the surface states were found in Bi0.9Sb0.1 TI [25]. Thermoelectric
figure of merit improvement in topological insulators was predicted in [14, 19, 26].
To understand macroscopic properties of TI surface state and study the opportunities of their
practical use, it is necessary to perform transport studies. The purpose of the present paper was to
study manifestation of TI properties and to investigate the thermoelectric properties of Bi-17 at % Sb
TI wires depending on diameter, temperature, magnetic field and elastic deformation.
Samples and experimental procedure

Thin single crystal wires were prepared by the Ulitovsky liquid phase casting method [27, 28].
Single crystal Bi-17 at % Sb ingot, prepared by zone recrystallization method, was used as the initial
material.
Crystallization of microwire core of bismuth and Bi1-xSbx alloys proceeds with strong
overcooling of melt at the crystallization front. For bismuth, ultimate overcooling depth occurs at
casting rate 10 m/s and reaches 40 – 50 °С. Strong overcooling and high crystallization rates
contribute to growth of single crystal core and retention of stoichiometric composition of
Bi-17 at % Sb alloy.
Wire diameter was measured by optical microscope Biolаm with magnification 1350. Test
diameter measurements were made on scanning electron microscope (SEM) Vega Tescan 5130 MM.
Monocrystallicity of Bi-17 at % Sb wires and their crystallographic orientation was established
by means of rotation X-ray diagrams. Samples of all diameters had orientation (1011) along the wire
axis. In so doing, like in the wires of pure Bi [29], the trigonal С3 axis is inclined to the wire axis at
an angle of ~ 20º, and the С3 axis is normal to that axis.
Glass-coated wires were arranged on a plate of copper-clad paper-based laminate with the cutout copper contact stripes onto which InGa eutectics was deposited which at 300 K was in liquid
state. A contact was created due to wetting of InGa wire ends with eutectics, to provide contact
ohmicity. The length of the sample was 1  3 mm. The plate with the wire was placed into a special
holder which was immersed into cryostat for low-temperature measurements. A differential
thermocouple Cu-Cu(0.05 Fe) having thermal contact with the cold and heated wire ends was used
for measuring temperature difference on sample ends. Temperature gradient was created from 0.5 K
to 2 K depending on the measurement temperature.
The resistance was measured by two-contact method with the error not more than 1 %, and
total error of thermopower measurement was ~ 10 %.
The arrangement of principal crystallographic axes and monocrystallicity of the wires of all
diameters have been confirmed by investigation of angle rotation diagrams of transverse
magnetoresistance R() (H  I) in various magnetic fields (0.5  14 Т) at Т = 300 K, 150 K, 80 K, 4.2 K.
Example of recording angle rotation diagrams R/R() of Bi-17 at % Sb wire with d = 200 nm
at 150 K and different values of magnetic field Н is represented in Fig. 2.
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Angular dependences of transverse magnetoresistance are symmetrical with respect to
direction  = 0 and  = 900, which fully corresponds to phenomenological expressions [30]. It should
be noted that unlike rotation diagrams of transverse magnetoresistance, on the wires and single
crystals of Bi and semi-metal Bi1-xSbx alloys in high magnetic fields minimum is formed at Н  С3,
and maximum – at Н  С2.
This data is in good agreement with the results of [24] obtained on the bulk single crystals of
corresponding composition and orientation.
Deformation dependences of resistance R() and thermopower (), where  = l – l0/l0, l0 is
sample length without tensile load were measured to 1.5 – 2 % of relative elongation, as described in
[31, 32]. Particular attention was focused on deformation elasticity condition which was estimated by
the reproducibility of results at numerous stretching cycles for each temperature.

Fig. 2. Transverse magnetoresistance rotation diagrams of Bi-17 at % Sb wire,
Т = 150 K, d = 200 nm, for different magnetic field values.

Measurements in a magnetic field were performed in a longitudinal configuration H  I,
H  T) in the region of magnetic fields up to 14 Т in the Bitter-magnet field at temperatures 2 – 300 K
in the International Laboratory of High Magnetic Fields and Low Temperatures (Wroclaw, Poland).
Discussion of the results

Fig. 3 shows temperature dependences of relative resistance R/R(T), where R = RT – R300,
for semiconductor Bi-17 at % Sb wires of different diameters, in the temperature range of
1.5 – 300 K. At 300 K relative resistance  is practically independent of wire diameter d. With
decrease in temperature, resistance grows for the wires of all diameters under study, and exponential
areas, R ~ exp(E/2kBT), appear on the R(T) dependences.
The slope of exponential areas and the area of their existence depend on the wire diameter d.
With decreasing wire diameter d, the area of linear dependence (103/T) is displaced toward higher
temperatures (Fig. 3, inset). From the linear dependences (103/T) it follows that thermal gap
essentially depends on the wire diameter d, increasing from the value 20 – 22 meV, for the wire with
d = 1100 nm, typical for the bulk samples of similar composition, to the value E = 42 meV for the
wire with d = 100 nm.
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Such dependence on the wire diameter d is a manifestation of quantum size effect leading to
semimetal-semiconductor transition in semimetal wires of pure Bi and Bi1-xSbx (x < 0.04), and in
semiconductor Bi1-xSbx wires [33, 34] – to gap increase with decreasing wire diameter d [12, 27, 28,
33, 34].
It should be noted that in Bi1-xSbx alloys с 0.15 < x< 0.22 the thermal gap found from the
experimental dependences of resistivity on temperature, is indirect gap ELH, equal to the distance
between the bottom of conduction band and the ceiling of valence band in Н (Fig. 1). However, in
the general case from the (T) dependences of semiconductor Bi1-xSbx alloys the “effective” thermal
gap ET is determined which is observed as a result of thermal generation of carriers both through
EgL gap and through ELT or ELH. According to Fig. 3 (inset below) the energy gap exponentially
grows with decreasing diameter E ~ exp(d).

Fig. 3. Temperature dependences of reduced resistance R/R(T) in the Bi-17 % Sb wires of
different diameters: 1. d = 100 nm, 2. d = 200 nm, 3. d = 600 nm, 4. d = 900 nm.
On the inset above: R(103/T) dependences for the wires with d = 200 nm and d = 1100 nm;
below - dependences of Eg gap on the wire diameter d.

In low-temperature region T < 100 K there is major change in the temperature dependences
R(T) (Fig. 3) with decreasing wire diameter d. There was a deviation from the exponential growth of
R(T) with decrease in temperature and plateau formation at Т  4.2 K. The temperature whereby this
deviation occurs is displaced toward higher temperatures with decreasing wire diameter d. In fact, at
4.2 K there is an increase in the conductivity of semiconductor Bi-17 at % Sb wires by a factor of
 5, with increasing diameter from 1000 nm to 100 nm (Fig. 3).
Such R(T) behaviour in low-temperature region can be explained from the standpoint of
manifestation of TI properties, namely the emergence of high-conductivity surface states the
contribution of which increases with decreasing wire diameter and the resistance drops. In TI,
conductive surface properties result from strong spin-orbit interaction which leads to the emergence
of spin-split topological surface states with the Dirac type of dispersion, i.e. linear dependence of
energy on pulse [35].
There were also investigated temperature dependences of thermopower (T) in the
temperature range of 4.2 – 300 K for the wires of different diameters (Fig. 4).
For the wires of all investigated diameters the thermopower is negative in the entire
temperature range. With decreasing temperature, the thermopower increases in the absolute value
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reaching -150 V/K in the region of 30 – 50 K. With decrease in temperature to 4.2 K, the
thermopower decreased to -20 V/K for the wires of all investigated diameters.

Fig. 4. Temperature dependences of thermopower (T) of Bi1-xSbx wires of
different diameters: 1. d = 100 nm, 2. d = 200 nm, 3. d = 600 nm, 4. d = 900 nm.
In the inset: temperature dependences of power factor P.f. = 2(Т).

With decreasing wire diameter, maximum thermopower value is reduced and the peak is
displaced toward higher temperatures. Thermopower decrease in the thin wires of semiconductor
Bi1-xSbx alloys is due to the effect of surface scattering on the mean free path of electrons determining
at T < 100 K the sign and value of thermopower. The drop in the effective mean free path of
electrons with decreasing wire diameter results in the reduction of their contribution to thermopower,
which is the consequence of classical size effect manifestation.
Dependences of power parameter P.f. = 2 on the temperature and wire diameter d were
determined according to thermopower (T) and resistance R(T) data and represented in the inset of
Fig. 4. Maximum value P.f. = 8 10-5 W/cm K2 is achieved at 300 K in the wires with the minimum
diameter d = 100 nm (Fig. 4, curve 1).
The effect of magnetic field H  I, T and elastic tensile deformation on the thermoelectric
figure of merit of the Bi-17 at % Sb wires was investigated at different temperatures.

а)

b)

Fig. 5. Field dependences of relative resistance R/R(H) (а) and thermopower (H) (b) of Bi – 17% Sb
wire, d = 200 nm at different temperatures: 1. Т = 17 K, 2. Т = 38 K, 3. Т = 64 K. In the inset (а) initial sections
(up to 1 Т) of the field dependences of R/R(H). In the inset (b): field dependence of power factor P.f.(Н), at
different temperatures: 1. Т = 17 K, 2. Т = 38 K, 3. Т = 64 K.
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Fig. 5 and 6 represent the magnetic field dependences of resistance (а) R/R(H) (H  I) and
thermopower (b) (H) (H  T) at fixed temperature values of the Bi-17 at % Sb wires, d = 200 nm
(Fig. 5) and d = 100 nm (Fig. 6).
With increasing magnetic field, the resistance grows at all temperatures, however, in weak
magnetic fields with a rise in temperature resistance growth is decelerated (insets in Fig. 5а and
Fig. 6а), whereas increase in thermopower (H) is enhanced (Fig. 5b, 6b).
In the Bi-17 at % Sb wires with d = 200 nm resistance growth versus magnetic field (Н = 2 Т)
is 80 % at Т = 64 K, and in the wires with d = 100 nm resistance increases by 18 % at Т = 52 K.
Weak thermopower increase in magnetic fields up to 2 Т leads to reduction of power factor in the
wires with d = 200 nm (curve 3 in the inset of Fig. 5b) and stabilization of P.f. for the wires with
d = 100 nm (curve 2 Fig. 7а).

а)
b)
Fig. 6. Field dependences of relative resistance R/R(H) (а) and thermopower
(H) (b) of the Bi-17 at % Sb wire, d = 100 nm, at different temperatures: 1. Т = 7 K, 2. Т = 52 K, 3.
Т = 100 K, 4. Т = 145 K. In the inset (а) the initial sections of the field dependences of R/R(H).

At higher temperatures the situation is different. As is seen from Fig. 6b, at Т = 143 K for the
wires with d = 100 nm, the thermopower increases in magnetic fields 2.5 Т by ~ 20 % (curve 4),
whereas the resistance increases by ~ 10 % under the same conditions. The calculated value of power
factor P.f. = 2 versus a magnetic field points to P.f. increase by ~ 40 % in a magnetic field 2.5 Т
(Fig. 7а, curve 4).

а)
b)
Fig. 7. (а) Field dependences of power factor P.f. of the Bi-17 at % Sb wire, d = 100 nm, at different
temperatures: 1. Т = 7 K, 2. Т = 52 K, 3. Т = 100 K, 4. Т = 145 K. (b) Deformation dependences of relative
resistance R/R0(H) - curve 1, and thermopower () - curve 2, the Bi-17 at % Sb wires, d = 100 nm at
T = 146 K. Inset: deformation dependence of power factor P.f. ().
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There were also investigated deformation dependences (tensile deformation) of resistance R()
and thermopower () at different temperatures. Fig. 7b shows deformation dependences of
resistance R/R0(H) -1 and thermopower () – 2 at Т = 146 K, ( = l-l0/l0, where l0 is wire tension
length).
As can be seen from Fig. 7b, elastic tensile deformation of thin wires (d = 100 nm) to 1.8 % of
relative elongation leads to resistance decrease and increase of thermopower absolute value, which
results in P.f. increase by ~ 30 % at 146 K.
Thus, magnetic field and elastic deformation lead to an increase in thermoelectric figure of
merit of the semiconductor Bi-17 % Sb wires with d = 100 nm, which opens up the possibility of
purposeful control over thermoelectric parameters of nanowires based on the semiconductor Bi1-xSbx
alloys. It is interesting to study the thermoelectric figure of merit with a simultaneous impact of a
weak magnetic field and deformation in high-temperature region 200 – 300 K.
Conclusions

Studies of magnetothermoelectric properties of single-crystal Bi-17 at % Sb TI wires with
diameters from 100 nm to 1000 nm have shown that, on the one hand, manifestation of quantum size
effect leads to increase in the energy gap Eg with decreasing wire diameter: Eg ~ 1/d, and, on the other
hand, manifestation of TI properties in low-temperature region (4.2 K) leads to increase in conductivity
 with decreasing wire diameter due to formation of high-conductivity surface states of TI.
It was established that both a weak magnetic field and elastic tensile deformation lead to
power factor increase by  30 – 40 % in the wires with a minimum diameter 100 nm at temperatures  140 K.
Decreasing diameter d of the wires and study of their thermoelectric parameters at Т > 150 K
with a simultaneous impact of deformation and magnetic field will enable one to optimize
magnetothermoelectric parameters of Bi1-xSbx wires for their use in thermoelectric power converters.
This work was performed with support of STCU grant # 5986.
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THERMOELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF POLYCRYSTALLINE Bi1-xSbx
SOLID SOLUTIONS IN THE CONCENTRATION RANGE x = 0 – 0.25
A detailed investigation of the dependence of thermoelectric properties of polycrystalline Bi1-xSbx
solid solutions on composition in a wide concentration range (x = 0 – 0.25) was performed at
room temperature. The objects of study were cast samples of various composition obtained by
ampoule method in one technological cycle consisting in cooling of ampoules with melts in the
air and subsequent long homogenizing annealing at temperature (520  5) K for 720 hours. It
was shown that the composition dependences of properties are of clearly expressed nonmonotonic type. The presence of concentration anomalies of thermoelectric properties was
confirmed that had been earlier observed in the range x = 0 – 0.1 on cast samples after different
kinds of thermal treatment and interpreted as manifestation of electron phase transitions. A
complicated nature of dependences at x > 0.1 is attributable to qualitative changes in Bi1-xSbx
band structure at certain critical compositions, a change in relative contribution to conductivity
of charge carriers from different energy bands with a change in antimony concentration and
high sensitivity of energy spectrum and physical properties of Bi1-xSbx к to external effects.
Key words: bismuth-antimony solid solution, composition, thermoelectric properties, electronic
transition, critical phenomena.

Introduction
Solid solutions formed by Bi and Sb semimetals are known as the best thermoelectric (TE)
materials of n-type and promising thermomagnetic materials for temperatures below ~ 150 K [1 – 4].
Only in these materials the highest values of TE figure of merit Z = (S2 σ) / λ are achieved, where S is
the Seebeck coefficient, σ is electric conductivity and λ is thermal conductivity (Z = (6  7)10-3 K-1).
Recently there has been a surge of interest in studying the properties of Bi1-xSbx crystals and thin
films due to observation in Bi1-xSbx of peculiar properties typic al of 3D-topological insulators [5, 6]
and suggested proposals on the possibility of using these properties when creating high-performance
TE materials [7].
Possessing close values of atomic radii, crystalline structures and electronic configurations of
the same type, Bi and Sb semimetals form a continuous series of solid solutions whose band structure
with a change of composition is varied in a complicated way [1 – 4, 8]. Fig. 1 schematically
represents the accepted structure of energy bands of Bi1-xSbx solid solutions at 0 K. In pure Bi there is
a band of “light” (La) and “heavy” (T) holes, and as a result of overlapping the hole Т and electron Ls
bands, bismuth demonstrates semimetal properties. Similar band structure is inherent in antimony
where the band of “heavy” holes H and electron band La overlap. Adding of antimony to bismuth
causes approach of bands Ls and La, at х = 0.03  0.04 the energy gap between them Eg vanishes, the
gapless state is realized, the bands Ls and La are inverted, and with a further increase of x the gap
between them again increases. Simultaneously with increase in Sb concentration, the top of valence
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band Т shifts down the energy with respect to the bottom of conduction band Ls, leading to reduced
overlapping of Т and Ls bands, and with concentration х = 0.06  0.07 the overlapping of bands
disappears and semimetal-indirect-gap semiconductor transition takes place whose energy gap is
determined by the position of Т and La bands. As long as with further increase of х the top of Т bands
continues shifting down the energy, at х = 0.08  0.09 the tops of Т and Ls valence bands coincide
and in the concentration range х  0.09 – 0.15 the energy gap is determined by the distance between
bands Ls and La i.e. it becomes a direct-gap semiconductor. At x = 0.15  0.17 the tops of bands Ls
and H coincide, and with subsequent growth of Sb concentration (up to x ~ 0.22) the energy gap is
determined by the distance between La and H bands, and it again becomes an indirect-gap
semiconductor. Maximum value of the energy gap in semiconductor region (Eg ~ 0.025 eV) is
achieved near х = 0.15  0.17, when the tops of Ls and Н-bands coincide, following which the energy
gap is reduced, i.e. Bi1-xSbx solid solutions in semiconductor region refer to narrow-gap
semiconductors. At х ~ 0.22 the tops of Н and La bands are set on the same level, semiconductorsemimetal transition is realized and at х > 0.22 Bi1-xSbx solid solutions acquire semimetallic
properties. Their band structure is qualitatively similar to the band structure of pure antimony with
localization of charge carriers at points L (electrons) and Н (holes) of the Brillouin zone [1 – 4, 8].
High nonparabolicity of electron L – bands, strong temperature dependences of band parameters
(finally not reliably established to date) largely complicate the interpretation of kinetic properties
even at sufficiently low temperatures.

Fig. 1. Schematic of arrangement of energy bands in Bi1-xSbx
solid solutions at 0 K [2].

The majority of studies on TE properties of Bi1-xSbx were performed on single-crystal samples
[9 – 25] with a large concentration step. It was established that the dependences of electric
conductivity σ(х) and thermal conductivity λ(х) are curves with a minimum in semiconductor region
[9 – 20], and the dependences of the Hall coefficient RH(х) and the Seebeck coefficient S(х) are
curves with a maximum at the largest values of Eg [8, 9, 12 – 15, 17 – 20]. The authors of [24] on the
dependence σ(х) for Bi1-xSbx single crystals discovered an abnormal reduction of σ close to x ~ 0.03.
According to different authors, the type of dependence of charge carriers on composition μ(х) is
different. For instance, in conformity with [9, 22, 23], with increase in Sb concentration to x = 0.3,
the value of μ is decreased for single crystals, and according to [26, 27] it is also observed for
polycrystals. At the same time, for single crystals [13] and polycrystals [28, 29] mobility growth was
discovered in the concentration ranges x = 0 – 0.08 [13], x = 0 – 0.10 [28] and x = 0.08 – 0.10 [29].
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The authors of [21, 25] reported on having discovered for two Bi1-xSbx single crystals two
maxima on the dependence Z(x) at T ~ 70 K [21], ~ 82 K and ~ 95 K [25] close to compositions
x = 0.09 and 0.16, whereby the peaks of T and H bands are on the same level with L bands. The
authors of [21, 25] made an assumption that the observed dependence Z(x) is caused by interband
scattering of holes that takes place at transitions between the bands of “light” and “heavy” holes.
Within the interval x = 0.09 – 0.16 the interband scattering is maximum, when the band extrema of
“heavy” holes (T and H) coincide with the band extremum of “light” holes, which takes place close
to compositions x = 0.09 and 0.16. It was noted that at higher temperatures maxima are not seen, and
at room temperature a very weak dependence Z(x) is observed.
The works dedicated to studying TE properties of Bi1-xSbx polycrystals mostly investigated
pressed samples, and the object of study were either individual compositions [35 – 45] or alloys in
the narrow range of compositions [31 – 34], or Bi1-xSbx solid solutions with a large step of Sb
concentration [26 – 30]. It was established that the type of concentration and temperature
dependences of TE properties of Bi1-xSbx polycrystals and single crystals is mainly similar [26 – 34],
though the properties of polycrystals are essentially affected by grain size d: with a decrease in d the
values of σ and λ are reduced, and the values of S are increased [37 – 45]. The latter fact was
attributed [40] to reduction of relaxation time of charge carriers due to additional scattering at grain
boundaries. In [37 – 39] it was shown that at d > 200 µm the values of σ and λ of Bi1-xSbx
polycrystals approach the values of σ and λ for single crystals measured along the direction
perpendicular to trigonal axis, and the values of the Seebeck coefficient are less than the values
corresponding to S of single crystals. At grain size d ~ 2.5 µm [38, 39], ~ 10 µm [40] and ~ 0.05 µm
[45] in Bi1-xSbx polycrystals in the range of compositions х = 0.12 – 0.15 the values of
Z = (0.9 – 1.1) · 10-3 K-1 are achieved at 300 K. Maximum value of Z = 1.5 10-3 K-1 at room
temperature was obtained for Bi85Sb15 polycrystals with grain size d ~ 0.04 µm, made by pressing
method at 523 K for 20 min under pressure 6 GPa [44, 45].
In [46 – 55] we studied Bi1-xSbx polycrystals with antimony content not exceeding x = 0.12,
obtained by melting Bi and Sb in evacuated quartz ampoules with subsequent annealing at
temperature 520 K. In addition to cast samples, we also prepared cold pressed samples under
pressure 400 MPa, which after pressing were annealed for 250 hours [49 – 51]. It was shown [49]
that the time of annealing of cast samples, as well as transition from cast to pressed samples
practically does not affect the values of S and that annealing of both cast and pressed samples leads
to electric conductivity and charge carrier increase, defining Z increase. On the dependences of unit
cell parameters [47, 53], microhardness [48, 49, 54], thermal conductivity [52], heat capacity [55],
TE and galvanomagnetic properties [46 – 51] on Sb concentration close to compositions x = 0.01,
0.03 and 0.06 we discovered anomalous areas which we attributed to critical phenomena
accompanying percolation-type transition from diluted to concentrated solid solutions, transition to
gapless state and semimetal-semiconductor transition, respectively. The dependences Z(x) also were
of non-monotonic type. It was established that a change in sample preparation technology does not
affect the existence of concentration anomalies of TE and galvanomagnetic properties.
However, in [46 – 53] Bi1-xSbx polycrystals were studied in different concentration ranges:
х < 0.02 [51], х < 0.05 [48], x = 0.01 – 0.05 [49], x < 0.09 [47, 50, 52, 53], x < 0.12 [46, 54], and cast
samples were distinct in annealing times after synthesis:  100 h [48],  200 h [46 – 48, 50, 51],
 1200 h [49, 50, 51], 720 h [52 – 54]. Moreover, said publications studied various properties which
further complicates comparing the results of different works. As regards the values of TE figure of
merit, the values of Z were generally estimated in these works with the use of thermal conductivity
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values obtained for single crystals; only in [52] the values of λ were measured for polycrystalline
pressed samples in the composition range x = 0 – 0.09 and it was shown that these values are close to
those obtained by averaging λ values of single crystals measured along the trigonal axis and
perpendicular to this direction.
In connection with the above it is interesting to study TE properties depending on the
composition of Bi1-xSbx polycrystals prepared over a wide concentration range and under identical
technological conditions.
It determined the main tasks set in the present paper: 1) to increase the number of various
investigated compositions of Bi1-xSbx for greater probability of revealing the specific features on the
concentration dependences of properties; 2) to get samples of various composition not just under
strictly identical conditions (like, for instance, growing single crystals of various composition), but in
one technological cycle; 3) to study a wide composition range (x = 0 – 0.25) covering semimetallic and
semiconductor areas and allowing to trace the influence of qualitative change of electronic structure
with a change in composition on the properties; 4) to use cast polycrystalline samples as the objects for
study, unlike the majority of works which studied either single crystals or pressed samples.
From the results obtained in this paper it follows that with a detailed investigation of TE
properties of polycrystalline Bi1-xSbx cast samples even at room temperature, apart from the
concentration anomalies of TE properties in the range x = 0 – 0.1 that we had discovered earlier, one
can reveal a non-monotonic type of TE properties variation with composition in the concentration
range x > 0.1 related to peculiarities of variation in the band structure of Bi1-xSbx solid solutions with
a change in composition (redistribution of charge carriers in different energy bands (L, T, H),
interband scattering, etc).
Experimental procedure
Polycrystalline cast samples of Bi1-xSbx (x = 0 – 0.25) solid solutions were obtained from highpurity (not less than 99.999 % of the basic component) Bi and Sb elements by melting them in
evacuated quartz ampoules at temperature (1020  10) K, holding in the melt for 5 hours with the use
of vibratory agitation. With a view to obtain samples with small grain size (to accelerate diffusion
processes in solid state), the melt was subject to quenching in the air, following which the samples
were again placed into furnace and annealed for 720 hours at temperature (520  5) K for
homogenization of alloys and to obtain compositionally uniform ingots. In one technological process
there were simultaneously synthesized and thermally treated 30 samples of various composition with
concentration step from Δx = 0.0025 to Δx = 0.02. In [52], we used a similar thermal treatment in the
preparation of cast Bi1-xSbx alloys in the concentration range x < 0.1, however, synthesized samples
were then subject to cold pressing under 400 MPa and subsequent annealing for 250 hours, and on
these samples measurements of thermal conductivity and other TE properties were made.
In the present paper, measurements of TE and galvanomagnetic properties were made on the
cast samples. For this purpose, samples in the shape of parallelepipeds of size 10 × 3 × 2 mm were
cut from the resulting ingots to measure σ and RH, and in the shape of cylinders of height 5 mm and
diameter 15 mm to measure λ and S. The Seebeck coefficient S was measured by compensation
method with respect to copper electrodes with an accuracy of  3 %, and RH and σ were measured by
standard dc method in a magnetic field B = 0.05 Т, which for Bi1-xSbx solid solutions at 300 K is a
weak magnetic field [55], with an accuracy not more than 5 %. Thermal conductivity λ was
measured by dynamic calorimeter method on the IT – λ - 400 installation in the temperature range
170 – 520 К [56]. The technique for measurement of λ is described in detail in [52]. For each sample
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the temperature dependences λ(Т) were obtained at least twice, and the difference between the
resulting values of λ did not exceed 5 %, which corresponded to thermal conductivity measurement
error. By the results of measuring λ a dependence λ(х) was constructed at Т = 300 K. The resulting
values of σ, S and λ were used to calculate the values of TE figure of merit Z.
Experimental results
Fig. 2a – fig. 2c represent the dependences S(x), RH(х) and σ(х) obtained for Bi1-xSbx alloys and
having, as we can see, a non-monotonic nature, uncommon for continuous solid solution.

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 2. Dependences of the Seebeck coefficient S (а), the Hall coefficient RH (b) and electric conductivity  (c)
on the composition x of polycrystalline Bi1-xSbx solid solutions at temperature 300 K.
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Note first of all the observed similarity between the dependences S(x) and RH(х). Firstly, up to
x ~ 0.12, despite the non-monotonic oscillating behaviour of these curves, there is a tendency to
growth of S and RH with increase in x. Secondly, in both cases in the concentration ranges
х = 0.01  0.015, х = 0.025  0.035 and х ~ 0.05  0.10 on the dependences S(x) and RH(х) there is
an anomalous reduction of S and RH with increase in antimony content. We have observed such
concentration anomalies earlier [46 – 55] in the investigation of cast Bi1-xSbx samples obtained with
the use of other kinds of thermal treatment, as well as pressed samples prepared therefrom. We
attributed the presence of anomalies to manifestation of critical phenomena accompanying electron
phase transitions occurring in Bi1-xSbx solid solutions with increase in antimony concentration.
Thirdly, positions of maxima and minima on the dependences S(x) and RH(х) practically coincide for
the concentration ranges х = 0.01 – 0.015 and х = 0.025 – 0.035 (though S and RH were measured
independently), but differ for the range х ~ 0.05 – 0.10: on the dependence RH(x) in the composition
range x = 0.05 – 0.10 there are two areas of anomalous reduction of RH in contrast to S, where one
minimum is observed close to x ~ 0.07.
From the dependence σ(х) it is seen (Fig. 2c) that over the entire investigated composition
range (x = 0 – 0.25) with a general non-monotonic behaviour of the curve there is a tendency to
electric conductivity drop with increase in x. In the composition area x = 0 – 0.1, like in the case of S
and RH, there are concentration anomalies (growth of σ with increase in x), and maxima on the curves
S and RH are matched by minima on the curve σ(х), which is easy to explain by different dependence
of these kinetic coefficients on charge carrier concentration.
As regards thermal conductivity of Bi1-xSbx, there is a tendency to reduction of λ with increase
in Sb concentration to x ~ 0.16, following which λ increases slightly (Fig. 3). Like in the case of other
kinetic coefficients, on the curve λ(х) there are areas of anomalous change (growth) of thermal
conductivity with increase in Sb concentration, though the anomalies corresponding to transition to
gapless state and semimetal-semiconductor transition are not so distinctly divided in concentration,
as in the case of curves σ(х), S(x) and RH(х), and partially overlap. It should be also noted that the
values of λ obtained here for cast samples practically coincide with the values of λ reported in [52],
where λ was measured for pressed samples (x < 0.1) prepared prior to pressing by the same technique
as cast samples in the present work.

Fig. 3. Dependence of thermal conductivity λ on
the composition x of polycrystalline Bi1-xSbx solid
solutions at temperature 300 K.
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At x > 0.1 such pronounced extrema on the dependences σ(х), S(x) and RH(х) are not observed.
It can be seen that on the curve S(x) close to composition x = 0.12 there is a maximum, following
which S is monotonically reduced with increase in x and some inflection in the vicinity of x = 0.15.
As regards electric conductivity, after the composition x = 0.1 the electric conductivity drops to
x ~ 0.14, then slightly increases to x ~ 0.16 and again decreases (Fig. 2c). Thus, in the vicinity of
composition x = 0.15 there are minima on the dependences λ(х) and RH(х), a maximum on the
dependence σ(х) and an inflection on the curve S(x).

Fig. 4. Dependences of thermoelectric figure of merit Z on the composition
x of single crystals (curves 1 and 2) and polycrystals (curve 3) of Bi1-xSbx
solid solutions at temperatures 300 K (curves 2 and 3) and 60 K (curve 1).
Curves 1 и 2 – the results of work [21], curve 3 – the results of the present work.

Based on the resulting values of σ, S and λ, the values of TE figure of merit were calculated.
Fig. 4 represents the dependence Z(x) obtained in the present paper for room temperature from which
it is seen that in the investigated concentration range on the curve Z(x) one can see four maxima
corresponding to compositions x  0.01, 0.03, 0.1 and 0.16. Maximum value of Z corresponds to
compositions x = 0.03 and x = 0.1 (Z = 1.05  0.05). For comparison, Fig. 4 shows the dependences
Z(x) obtained in [19] for single crystals at temperatures 60 K and 300 K.
Discussion of the results
1. If we mentally draw monotonic components of the dependences S(x), RH(х), σ(х) and λ(х), it
can be said that the dependences S(x) and RH(х) are curves with a maximum in the vicinity of
composition x = 0.12, and curves σ(х) and λ(х) show that with a growth of antimony content, σ and λ
drop. Such type of the dependence of various properties on the composition of Bi1-xSbx solid solutions
basically agrees with the data reported in the literature (see above).
As regards the drop of σ and λ with increase in x, similar type of the dependences is typical of
solid solutions and can be easily explained by the fact that introduction of impurity component to
matrix results in distortions of crystal lattice and chemical bonds and, accordingly, in the emergence
of additional centres of electron and phonon scattering, reduction of charge carrier mobility and
phonon mean free path length.
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On the other hand, with increase in Sb content, the value of overlap of the hole T and
electron Ls bands is reduced, which leads to a reduction of charge carrier concentration, hence, to
growth of S and RH. After semimetal-narrow-gap semiconductor transition, growth of energy gap
width with increase of x to x ~ 0.12 – 0.15 also results in the drop of charge carrier concentration,
hence, in the growth of S and RH. With increasing concentration x > 0.12 – 0.15, the energy gap is
reduced, charge carrier concentration grows and a drop of S and RH is observed.
2. Considering the obtained dependences of kinetic coefficients on the composition of
Bi1-xSbx solid solution in a wide concentration range (x = 0 – 0.25) and taking into account our data
obtained earlier, it can be seen that the basic difference between these results and the numerous
works of other authors studying concentration dependences of properties in Bi1-xSbx system is a
complicated, oscillating type of dependences σ(х), S(x), RH(х) and λ(х) that we noticed for the first
time. It was difficult to predict a priori such behaviour of property isotherms with regard to the fact
that bismuth and antimony, similar in structure, chemical bond and energy spectrum construction,
form a continuous series of solid solutions at all temperatures. Nevertheless, such type of
dependences can be explained, at least qualitatively, based on the experimental data, repeatedly
confirmed, taking into account the specificity of initial components and the data established today
on the character of reconstruction of electron energy spectrum with a change in the composition of
Bi1-xSbx solid solution. According to [46 – 55], the observed concentration anomalies of kinetic
coefficients point to the existence in Bi1-xSbx solid solutions at certain Sb concentrations of phase
transitions accompanied by critical phenomena: percolation-type transition from dilute to
concentrated solid solutions, transition to gapless state and semimetal-semiconductor transition.
The type of the dependences σ(х), S(x), RH(х) and λ(х) at room temperature in the
composition range х < 0.1 – the presence of pronounced extrema at certain compositions –
coincides with what we have seen earlier [46 – 55] for cast and pressed samples, prepared by
different techniques (mainly different time of post-synthesis annealing).
From the obtained results it follows that both a more detailed investigation of the
dependences of properties on the composition (the use of a large number of alloys of various
composition) and the use of cast polycrystalline samples prepared under strictly identical
conditions as the objects of study confirms the presence of three concentration anomalies which we
attribute to electronic phase transitions.
However, the presence of a greater number of alloys with different compositions made it
possible to discover on the dependence RH(х), apart from the peak close to x = 0.06, an additional
peak close to x = 0.08, the presence of which can be explained, taking into account the
peculiarities of Bi1-xSbx band structure and, in particular, the existence of “light” and “heavy”
holes (Fig. 1).
Indeed, when with increasing concentration of Sb the top of valence Т-band and the bottom
of L conduction band are set on the same level, an electronic semimetal-indirect-gap
semiconductor transition takes place. With further increase of x, as the top of T-band drops in
energy, the situation is achieved when the top of Т-band is set on the same level with the top of
valence L-band, and the semiconductor becomes direct-gap. The character of change in kinetic
properties, including thermoelectric, in the area of transition from indirect-gap to direct-gap
semiconductor (x = 0.06 – 0.09) is rather complicated, being accompanied by a change in the
contribution of “light” L and “heavy” T holes to kinetic coefficients, a change in the energy gap,
effective mass, the Hall factor and other parameters. With increase in x and further reduction of Т
band in the energy, the contribution to kinetic coefficients of “light” holes increases and the
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contribution of “heavy” holes decreases. At the same time, the energy gap increases which must
lead to a reduction of charge carrier concentration, i.e. to growth of RH. The influence of these
factors on different kinetic coefficients will not be identical. One should also point to strong
nonparabolicity of light holes band and the related strong dependence of band parameters at
L-points of the Brillouin zone on the temperature, composition and technology of samples
manufacturing technique. All these peculiarities of Bi1-xSbx band structure complicate analysis of
transport properties and determination of electronic parameters by the kinetic properties.
The Hall coefficient is very sensitive to a change in the type and concentration of charge
carriers. The presence of sharp peaks of RH at compositions corresponding to system transition to
gapless state and semimetal-indirect-gap semiconductor (Fig. 2b) testifies to high sensitivity of this
kinetic coefficient to qualitative changes in the band structure. Obviously, a change in RH will not
be so considerable, when the band structure does not change so radically, for instance, in the
situation when transition from indirect-gap to direct-gap semiconductor occurs, as it takes place at
х ~ 0.08 – 0.09. The complicated character of dependence RH(x) in the composition range
x = 0.05 – 0.1, where we observe two areas of the abnormal reduction of RH, is attributed to the
presence of two electronic transitions in this composition range: a semimetal-indirect-gap
semiconductor transition (the energy gap appears between T and Ls bands) at х ~ 0.06 – 0.07 and an
indirect-gap to direct-gap semiconductor transition (the energy gap appears between Ls and Lа
gaps) at х ~ 0.08 – 0.09 (Fig. 1). On the dependences σ(х) and S(x) these two transitions cannot be
“allowed” in concentration in view of lower sensitivity of σ and S (as compared to RH) to changes
in the relative contribution of various types of carriers to kinetic coefficients, as well as in view of
proximity of concentrations whereby these transitions occur, which leads to overlap of abnormal
areas on the dependences σ(х) and S(x) in the concentration range х = 0.05 – 0.10.
3. In conformity with the band structure of Bi1-xSbx solid solutions at 0 K (Fig. 1), in the
range x = 0.1  0.25 the presence of peculiarities on the dependences σ(х), S(x), RH(х) and λ(х)
might have been expected at critical compositions corresponding to establishment on the same
level of the tops of “heavy” H and “light” Ls valence bands, when the energy gap is maximal
(x = 0.15 – 0.17), as to touching the top of “heavy” H-band and the bottom of La-band (at
x = 0.22). With a rise in temperature, critical compositions can shift to either side depending on the
temperature dependences of kinetic coefficients, the energy gap, effective masses, etc. Based on
the obtained dependences σ(х), S(x), RH(х) and λ(х) one can suggest that the anomalies on these
curves in the region of compositions close to x = 0.14 – 0.16 are related to touching the tops of
“heavy” H and “light” Ls valence bands, when maximum value of the energy gap is achieved and a
transition from direct-gap to indirect-gap semiconductors takes place, with redistribution of charge
carriers from Ls valence band to Н-band. Small number of investigated compositions in the range
x = 0.16  0.25 does not allow to fix semiconductor-semimetal transition.
4. As mentioned above, the authors of [21, 25] reported on having observed at low
temperatures in the undoped Bi1-xSbx solid solutions two maxima on the dependence Z(x) close to
compositions x = 0.09 and x = 0.16, having attributed their presence to the coincidence at above
compositions of the extrema of “heavy” T and H valence bands with the maxima of “light” hole L
bands. The reduction of Z beyond the concentration range x = 0.09  0.16 was treated as the result of
thermal gap reduction. From the figure given in [21] it is seen that with a rise in temperature to
120 K, on the dependence Z(x) there is one diffuse maximum close to x = 0.12, and at room
temperature Z = 1.3 10-3 K-1 up to x ~ 0.07, and then with increase in x it is reduced to
Z = 0.8 10-3 K-1 at x = 0.2.
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The authors of [21, 25] surmised that in the range x = 0.09  0.16 the top of the valence band
consists of “light” mobile holes the presence of which has a negative influence on the value of Z.
As long as “heavy” holes corresponding to additional band maxima have considerably lower
mobilities, approach of one of these maxima to the main L-extremum reduces the concentration of
“light” holes, increasing simultaneously electron concentration. If concentration is not optimal, it
may result in Z increase. On the other hand, another factor contributing to growth of Z can be
interband scattering due to transitions between the bands of “light” and “heavy” holes that can
reduce considerably the mobility of “light” holes and, consequently, increase Z in n-type
semiconductors. According to the authors of [21, 25], the minimum between two maxima close to
compositions x = 0.09 and x = 0.16 can disappear at higher temperatures, as long as with a rise in
temperature the value of kT quickly approaches the value of energy gap between two valence
bands.
However, as it follows from Fig. 4, we managed even at room temperature to reveal on the
dependence Z(x) four maxima close to compositions corresponding to x = 0.01, 0.03, 0.1 and 0.16.
The authors of [21, 25] reported only on the presence of the two last extrema that had been
observed by them only at low temperatures. Note also that the values of Z obtained in our paper for
cast polycrystalline samples and corresponding to extrema close to compositions x = 0.1 and 0.16
practically coincide with the values of Z obtained by the authors of [21, 25] for single-crystal
samples at room temperature.
Conclusion
A detailed investigation was performed at room temperature of the concentration
dependences of galvanomagnetic and TE properties of polycrystalline cast Bi1-xSbx (х = 0 – 0.25)
samples prepared by melt quenching in the air and subsequent homogenizing annealing for 720
hours at temperature (520  5) K. The analysis of the results allowed formulating the following
conclusions.
1. The presence of anomalies was confirmed on the dependences of electric conductivity, the
Seebeck coefficient, the Hall coefficient and thermal conductivity on the composition of
Bi1-xSbx alloys that we had observed earlier close to х = 0.01; х = 0.03 and х = 0.07 on the cast
samples after different kinds of thermal treatment and on pressed samples, and was
attributable to manifestation of critical phenomena at phase transition of percolation type,
transition to gapless state and semimetal-semiconductor transition, respectively.
2. For the first time the complicated type of dependence RH(x) was revealed in the composition
range x = 0.05 – 0.1, manifested in the presence of two areas of abnormal reduction of RH. The
observed effect is interpreted as a consecutive manifestation of semimetal-indirect-gap
semiconductor and indirect-gap semiconductor-direct-gap semiconductor transitions.
3. It was shown that at x > 0.1 the concentration dependences of properties are also of nonmonotonic nature. The complicated type of dependences at x > 0.1 is attributable to qualitative
changes in the structure of Bi1-xSbx energy spectrum at certain critical compositions, a change
in the relative contribution to conductivity of charge carriers from various energy bands with a
change in antimony concentration, as well as to high sensitivity of electron spectrum and
physical properties of Bi1-xSbx to external effects.
4. On the dependence of TE figure of merit Z on the composition of Bi1-xSbx solid solutions at
room temperature there were revealed four maxima close to compositions corresponding to
x = 0.01, 0.03, 0.1 and 0.16. The presence of extrema on the curve Z(x) is related to qualitative
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changes in the energy spectrum of charge carriers at some critical compositions in Bi1-xSbx
system determining the existence of electron concentration phase transitions accompanied by
critical phenomena.
5. It was shown that at room temperature on the cast polycrystalline samples prepared by
quenching in the air and subsequent annealing for 720 hours at (520  10) K one can achieve
the values of TE figure of merit Z that are not inferior to the values of Z obtained on
polycrystals subject to a longer annealing, as well as on single-crystal samples.
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THERMOELECTRIC FIGURE OF MERIT OF TlIn1-xYbxTe2 (0  х  0.10)
On the basis of the temperature dependences of the electrical conductivity, the Seebeck
coefficient α and total thermal conductivity tot in the solid solutions TlIn1-xYbxTe2 (0  x  0.10)
thermoelectric figure of merit Z have been calculated in the temperature range of 80 – 1000 K. It
was established that the maximum thermoelectric figure of merit Z  3 K-1 reaches at 800 K for
the solid solution of TlIn0.9Yb0.1Te2. It is shown that the growth of Z is mainly due to increasing of
the hole mobility and concentration of defects in the samples.
Key words: thermoelectric figure of merit, thermopower, solid solution, thermoelectric
efficiency, thermal conductivity.

Introduction
Sufficiently intensive studies of electrical and thermoelectric properties of TlIn1-xYbxTe2 solid
solutions [1 – 6] are connected primarily with the use of these materials in a variety of energy
converters and, particularly in the manufacture of thermoelectric transducers operating at high
temperatures.
According to [1] the solubility region of TlYbTe2 in TlInTe2 at room temperature is up to 10 %.
Transition from TlInTe2 to TlIn1-xYbxTe2 is accompanied by the increasing of hole concentration. The
increasing of hole concentration is connected with arising of various structural imperfections,
vacancies and anti-structure defects in these alloys; emerging intrinsic defects, mainly vacancies, are
electroactive.
Synthesis of Samples
The synthesis of TlInTe2 – TlYbTe2 solid solutions was conducted by fusing the initial
components taken in stoichiometric ratio. For the synthesis high purity materials (99.999 – 99.992 %)
were used. According to the constitution diagram [1], a minor deviation from stoichiometry in any
direction may result in heterophase samples. Therefore, the batch was added up to 0.05 mass % of
tellurium over the stoichiometric requirement. The synthesis was carried out in the evacuated to
10-2 Pa, and sealed quartz ampoules in the following way: the temperature of the heater with quartz
ampoules containing substance, was raised at a rate of 20 – 25 K/h up to 750 K. The samples were
kept for 3 – 4 hours at this temperature and then were heated to 1100 K and kept for another 4 hours.
After homogenization lasting for 20 – 25 hours at 1250 К the ampoule was moved with the speed of
2 – 3 mm/h through the zone with a temperature gradient of 50 K/cm.
The obtained ingots were cooled slowly (2 K/hr) to 1000 K and then down to 500 K at a rate of
4 K/h, following which the furnace was turned off. As a result, single crystals and large-block
polycrystalline р-TlIn1-xYbxTe2 were obtained. The measurements were performed on polycrystalline
samples.
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Results and discussion
According to A.Ioffe [7], increasing the value of μ / ph (ph – phonon part of the heat
conductivity, mobility of charge carriers) leads to an increase in Z. It means that a quantitative
decrease in phonon scattering is fully compensated by an increase in scattering by defects [8]. As the
wavelength of electrons is greater than that of phonons, it leads to total increase in μ / ph. The
thermoelectric peculiarities of the TlIn1-xYbxTe2 solid solutions show that these materials can provide
rather high thermoelectric figure of merit.
It is known that the efficiency of a thermoelectric transducer is determined by the following formula:
Z  α 2 σ/χ tot ,

(1)

here 2 – thermoelectric power, tot – total heat conductivity.
The temperature dependences of the measured electrical conductivity  and thermopower
coefficient  for TlIn1-xYbxTe2 (0  x  0.10) solid solutions in the temperature range of 80 – 1000 K
are shown in Fig. 1 and 2, respectively.

Fig. 1. Temperature dependences of electrical conduction in TlIn1-xYbxTe2;
■ – (x = 0), ● – (x = 0.02), ▲ – (x = 0.05),  – (x = 0.10).

As seen from Fig. 1, the σ(T) dependences for different compositions of the solid solutions are
essentially unlike. The region of intrinsic conduction for the initial compound TlInTe2 begins at the
temperature ~ 700K while the intrinsic region shifts towards higher temperatures with increase in
relative content of ytterbium in TlIn1-xYbxTe2 solid solutions.

Fig. 2. Temperature dependences of thermopower coefficient in TlIn1-xYbxTe2. Markers
describing experimental points correspond to the values of x as in Fig. 1.
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As seen from Fig. 2, the (T) dependences have similar character – (Т) grows linearly up to
Т ~ 650 K and then decreases in the intrinsic region – for all compositions and the sign of
thermopower coefficients in the investigated temperature range is positive that proves that
conduction occurs by holes in TlIn1-xYbxTe2 solid solutions.
Total heat conductivity is determined as the sum of phonon ph and hole h heat conductivities.
Taking into account that h = L0Т, where L0 = (π2/3)·(k/e)2 = 2.44·10-8 W·Ω/K (we assume elastic
scattering of holes [9]), we get
χ tot  χ ph  L0 σT .
(2)

According to the theoretical calculations of G.I.Leibfried and E.Schlömann [10], at
temperatures Т > θ phonon conductivity is determined as
3

 ph 

12  k  M 3
M 3
    2  5,7 2
5  h   0T
 0T

(3)

here 0 is Grüneisen constant; it is usually on the order of 2 for the most solid state materials; θ is the
Debye temperature, M is the average mass of the compound atoms, δ is cube root of the volume per
atom.

For

the

solid

solutions

of

M  1  x  M TlInTe2  xM TlInTe2  / 2 , where

TlIn1-xYbxTe2

M

can

be

calculated

M TlInTe2  143.60, M TlInTe2  158.15;

from

θ = 200К [11];

2
δ  3 0 / N , where 0  a c is the volume of the tetragonal unit cell, N is the number of atoms per

unit volume [12]. By substituting the data into Eq. (3), we get the values for ph, which are presented
in the Table. The values of tot, calculated on the basis of Eq. (2) are also given in the Table. Having
the values of tot, the values of Z can be calculated according to Eq. (1) (see the Table).
Table
Main parameters influencing the figure of merit for TlIn1-xYbxTe2 solid solutions

Samples

T

mn

mp

ph

tot

∆Wi

Г

x=0

100
300
500
600
700
800
900
100
300
500
600
700
800
900
100
300
500

0.040
0.040
0.040
0.039
0.038
0.037
0.036
0.036
0.036
0.035
0.035
0.034
0.033
0.032
0.034
0.034
0.033

0.55
0.53
0.53
0.52
0.51
0.51
0.50
0.52
0.52
0.51
0.51
0.50
0.49
0.48
0.48
0.47
0.47

0.98
0.95
0.79
0.73
0,68
0.62
0.60
0.86
0.82
0.64
0.60
0.58
0.54
0.47
0.76
0.63
0.58

0.98
0.95
0.80
0.78
0.75
0.76
0.78
0.87
0.83
0.67
0.66
0.68
0.70
0.74
0.83
0.78
0.72

14
16
29
50
58
69
78
29
35
49

2.9

x = 0.02

x = 0.05
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Table (continued)

Samples

x = 0.10

T

mn

mp

ph

tot

∆Wi

600
700
800
900
100
300
500
600
700
800
900

0.032
0.031
0.030
0.029
0.031
0.031
0.030
0.029
0.028
0.027
0.026

0.46
0.45
0.45
0.44
0.47
0.47
0.46
0.46
0.46
0.45
0.45

0.56
0.55
0.51
0.46
0.66
0.42
0.37
0.32
0.30
0.29
0.24

0.70
0.72
0.74
0.78
0.78
0.75
0.76
0.78
0.85
0.88
0.94

58
69
76
84
49
133
143
183
200
237
255

Г

12.3

Here, mn and mp are effective masses of electrons and holes, correspondingly [16];
ph 10-2 (W·cm-1·K-1) is coefficient of phonon thermal conductivity; tot·10-2 (W·cm-1·K-1) is
coefficient of total thermal conductivity; ∆Wi (cm·K·W-1) is coefficient of thermal resistance; Г·103
is parameter of disorder.
For taking into consideration the influence of disorders in the lattice thermal conduction we
used the theory of Klemens [13], which takes into account scattering phonons by point defects in
addition to the Umklapp scattering processes.
χ ph  χ(ω0 / ωd )arctg(ωd / ω0 ),

(4)

where, (ω0 / ωd )  k / (2π 2 χ V ωd A) and A = (1/4V 2 N )Г . Here, V is heat conductance of the
stoichiometric compound in the absence of defects influence, ωd = θ·k/ħ is maximum frequency in
the Debye model (Debye frequency), 0 is the frequency at which the value of relaxation times due
to U-processes and scattering on defects are equal, v is average sound velocity in the crystal, N is the
number of atoms in a unit volume, Г is the parameter of disorder which is equal to

Г  x(1  x)  (M / M ) 2  ε(δ/δ) 2  ,

(5)

and takes into consideration simultaneous influence of a local change in density and elastic
properties,  – characterizes elastic properties of medium and M / M is a relative change in mass
when basic atoms are replaced by impurity atoms, which can be expressed as:

M M 

M TlYbTe2  M TlInTe2

1  xM TlInTe

2

 xM TlYbTe2

According to [14] a value of ∆δ/δ can be computed from the difference of parameters of
elementary cell of matrix amat and impurity aimp as:

δ  aTlInTe2  aTlYbTe2

δ 
aTlInTe2
40

 η
,


1 η
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where, η  (1  ν) /  2 1  2ν   ,  is Poisson`s ratio. All parameters necessary for calculations (v, ,
, θ, N etc.) were taken from [5, 11 – 12; 15] and linearly extrapolated for TlIn1-xYbxTe2 solid
solutions as P  1 – x  PTlInTe2  xPTlYbTe2 , where P is the necessary parameter for calculation thermal

conductivity of the solid solutions.
It should be noted that the values of ph(Т) calculated by expressions (3) and (4) insignificantly
differ. The values of the Γ parameter for various x in the TlIn1-xYbxTe2 are presented in the Table.
From the comparison of stoichiometric compound TlInTe2 with the solid solutions of TlIn1-xYbxTe2 it
is clear that the parameter of disorder Γ changes by nearly 4.3 times at room temperature. It means
that for other parameters being equal, thermal resistance arising in the solid solutions due to disorder
must be much more than in TlInTe2. It gives a reason that the determined values of Γ are true
reflection of real relation of the basic factors responsible for additional scattering of phonons by
point defects. It leads to the additional thermal resistance as in [14]:
Wi  1 / χ ph  1 / χ ν .
Calculated data for ∆Wi are also presented in the Table.
Having all necessary data set in the Table allows us to analyze the thermoelectric peculiarities
of the TlIn1-xYbxTe2 solid solutions more precisely for getting rather high thermoelectric figure of
merit. The dependence of Z on the content of Yb in TlIn1-xYbxTe2 solid solutions for fixed
temperatures 300, 500 and 800 K is described in Fig. 3. As is seen from the figure, Z increases both
with temperature and the content of Yb in the solid solutions; Z has its minimal value for x = 0 at
T = 300 K and maximal value for x = 0.1 at 800 K.
It is clear that increasing α, σ and decreasing χtot lead to an increase in the values of
thermoelectric power (α2σ) and thermoelectric figure of merit (Z). Strong influence of the content of
Yb atoms on Z in the investigated solid solutions is connected with high content of intrinsic defects in
the materials [8].

Fig. 3. The dependence of the thermoelectric figure of merit on the content of Yb in
TlIn1-x YbxTe2 solid solutions at the temperatures ■ – 300 K, ● – 500 K and ▲ – 800 K.

The peculiarities of temperature dependence of χph also may be explained by high
concentration of defects in the materials [8]. It should be noted that for the TlIn1-xYbxTe2 solid
solutions always χph > χh, in spite of χh rising, but χph decreasing with temperature in the temperature
range where the material keeps its solid state.
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As seen from Fig. 1 and 2, σ is decreasing, but α increasing in the temperature range of
300 – 700 K. Therefore the decreasing of σ with temperature in the abovementioned temperature
range is connected to decreasing mobility of holes. The decreasing of hole mobility with temperature
occurs mainly due to scattering of holes on thermal lattice vibrations and on defects according to
µh ~ T-0.7 [1, 4]. The defects arise in the TlIn1-xYbxTe2 solid solutions mainly due to vacancies of In
and Yb, and Yb atoms vacancies have more effect than In ones. The latter is connected with the large
value of screening of Yb atoms ("crystal" ionic radii of R(Yb3+) = 100.8 pm, R(In3+) = 94 pm [16]) in
the TlIn1-xYbxTe2. At the same time phonon-phonon and phonon-defect scattering effects bring to
decreasing of χph with temperature as χph ~ T-1.2. With increasing of Yb atoms content in the solid
solutions the values of χph and index n in the expression of χph ~ T-n also decreases. As a result, for x ≥
0.05 we have the following relation μh/ph ~ T0.5. Thus, the increasing of Z up to ~ 700 K is due to
linear increasing of α (T) (Fig. 2).
As seen from the Table, for the temperatures Т > 700 K the rise in x leads to increasing of
tot(Т). It is connected with high contribution of bipolar thermal conductivity (χ') into the total heat
conductivity. So, for the temperatures Т > 700 K its contribution to the total heat conductance is
more than 40 %. Thus, at that case the expression (2) may be rewritten as χtot = χph + χ', where
χ' = (σn + σh) L0T.
Conclusion

It is shown that the solid solutions of TlIn1-xYbxTe2 at x  0.05 are promising materials for
practical use in the thermoelectric transducers operating at high temperatures. The following features
of those materials have been established:
 the wavelength of holes is greater than wavelength of phonons and this fact leads to higher
values of Z;
 due to the peculiar defect structure of the TlIn1-xYbxTe2 solid solutions, the condition of
μh / ph >> 1 for the charge carriers and phonons is fulfilled, which resultы in gaining higher
values for Z;
 the increasing of the level of submission of In atoms with Yb ones leads to an increase in the
values of thermoelectric power (α2σ) and thermoelectric figure of merit (Z);
 the maximum thermoelectric figure of merit Z  3 K-1 is reached at 800 K for the solid solution
of TlIn0.9Yb0.1Te2.
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RESEARCH ON ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY MECHANISMS OF
THERMOELECTRIC MATERIAL BASED ON n-ZrNiSn DOPED WITH Ga
The crystalline and electronic structures, the temperature and concentration dependences of
resistivity, the Seebeck coefficient and magnetic susceptibility of ZrNiSn1-xGax thermoelectric
material were investigated in the ranges: T = 80 – 400 K, x = 0.01 – 0.15. The electrical
conductivity mechanisms of ZrNiSn1-xGax, were established which determine the simultaneously
generated structural defects of both donor and acceptor nature (donor-acceptor pairs) in 4b
crystallographic position of Sn atoms. The simultaneous generation of donor-acceptor pairs
assures electrical neutrality and structural stability of thermoelectric material, as well as
stability and reproducibility of its characteristics.
Key words: electronic structure, resistivity, Seebeck coefficient.

Introduction
Thermoelectric materials obtained by heavy doping of n-TiNiSn, n-ZrNiSn and n-HfNiSn
intermetallic semiconductors with acceptor and/or donor impurities, demonstrate high values of
thermoelectric figure of merit, possess high efficiency of thermal into electric energy conversion and
are among the most studied today. Specifically, in Ti1-x-yZrxHfyNiSn (0 ≤ x ≤ 1; 0 ≤ y ≤ 1) [1] та
Ti0.5Zr0.25Hf0.25Ti0.5NiSn0.998Sb0.002 materials [2] the value of ZT at temperature Т = 800 K is ~ 1.4, which
corresponds to the best performance of materials based on tellurides, clathrates, skutterudites, etc.
However, widespread introduction of these materials is prevented by incompletely studied
transformation processes of crystalline and electronic structures at performance optimization by
doping of the basic semiconductor which is accompanied with unpredicted generation of structural
defects changing the electronic structure of material and its properties. Thus, donors of unknown
origin appear on doping of n-ZrNiSn with acceptor impurities M = Cr, Mn, Fe, Co introduced into
the structure by substitution of Ni atoms [3 – 5]. Generation in ZrNi1-xMxSn of only structural
acceptor defects looked logical, since the number of 3d-electrons in Ni exceeds that in Cr, Mn, Fe
and Co. However, electrokinetic and galvanomagnetic investigations revealed the emergence of a
large number of donors whose concentration grows with increasing the number of acceptors. In
ТіNiSn1-xGax thermoelectric material obtained by doping of n-ТіNiSn with Ga (4s24p1) atoms by
substitution of Sn (5s25p2) there was also discovered a simultaneous generation of both acceptor
defects (Ga possesses a smaller number of р-electrons than Sn) and donor defects of unknown origin
whose concentration grows with increasing Ga content [6].
As is known, thermoelectric materials based on intermetallic semiconductors are synthesized
by melting the batch of the source components with subsequent cooling of the melt, and this,
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according to H. Mott [7], is one of the ways of obtaining amorphous solids and generates essential
structural defects. Moreover, performance optimization by controlled doping of a semiconductor
additionally generates defects of donor, acceptor or neutral nature, and in the energy gap there appear
the respective energy states which determine its properties. Hence, according to fabrication
technique, such thermoelectric material is a heavily doped and strongly compensated semiconductor
(HDSC) [8]. Unpredicted emergence in materials of donor and/or acceptor defects both during
synthesis and in the process of performance optimization causes an uncontrolled change in
compensation ratio (the ratio between donors and acceptors), complicating technology for obtaining
materials with specified characteristics.
B. Shklovsky and A. Efros showed that in the presence in semiconductor of a large number of
unlike charged defects whose arrangement is of fluctuation nature, its electron structure is radically
changed leading to fluctuation of potential relief and modulation of continuous energy bands [9, 10].
At low temperatures, a heavily doped crystalline semiconductor is a disordered system that reminds
amorphous systems. Moreover, the authors of [10] proposed a scheme of a completely compensated
semiconductor as a model of amorphous semiconductor (Fig. 1). The electron is regarded not in a
periodic crystal field, but in a chaotic field of defects, and the potential energy of such a field cannot
be considered small.

Fig. 1. Energy scheme of a completely compensated semiconductor [10]. The upper and lower lines –
unperturbed states of conduction band bottom EС and valence band peak EV, the middle line – the Fermi level
F, Ee and Eh – percolation levels of conduction band and valence band. Wavy lines – the edge of bands
modulated with electrostatic potential of charged defects. Occupied areas (drops) are shaded. Re, Rh and Rg
are the size of electron, hole drops and fluctuation.

Using approaches [9, 10] for the description of disordered systems, such as thermoelectric
materials based on intermetallic semiconductors, an attempt was made to study the mechanisms of
generation of donors in ZrNiSn1-xGax thermoelectric material obtained by doping of n-ZrNiSn with Ga
atoms by substitution of Sn, which makes semiconductor material HDSC. The results obtained will
allow control of performance optimization of thermoelectric materials through adequate doping [11].
Investigation procedures
The object to be investigated included crystalline structure, electronic density distribution
(DOS), electrokinetic, energy and magnetic characteristics of ZrNiSn1-xGax. The samples were
synthesized in the laboratory of Institute for Physical Chemistry, Vienna University. The X-ray
structural analysis (powder method) was used to obtain the data arrays (diffractometer Guinier-Huber
image plate system, CuKα1), and Fullprof program [12] was employed for the calculation of
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structural characteristics. The chemical and phase compositions of the samples were controlled by
microprobe analyzer (EPMA, energy-dispersive X-ray analyzer). The electronic structure
calculations were performed by the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method in coherent potential
approximation (CPA) and local density approximation (LDA) [13] with the use of Moruzzi-JanakWilliams exchange-correlation potential [14]. The accuracy of calculating the position of the Fermi
level εF is ± 8 meV. The temperature and concentration dependences of the electrical resistivity ()
and the Seebeck coefficient () were measured with respect to copper and magnetic susceptibility (χ)
(Faraday’s method) of ZrNiSn1-xGax samples in the ranges: Т = 80 – 400 K, NAGa ≈ 1.9·1020 cm-3
(х = 0.01) – 2.9·1021 cm-3 (х = 0.15) and magnetic field strength Н ≤ 10 кЕ.
Research on structural features of ZrNiSn1-xGax
A microprobe analysis of the concentration of atoms on the surface of ZrNiSn1-xGax samples
has established their conformity to the initial batch compositions, and X-ray phase and structural
analyses have shown that X-ray diffraction patterns of samples up to composition х = 0 – 0.15 are
indexed in structural type MgAgAs (spatial group [15]) and have no traces of other phases.

Fig. 2. Unit cell model of ZrNiSn compound (structural type MgAgAs, spatial group).

Thermodynamic calculations in the approximation of harmonic vibrations of atoms in the
framework of density functional theory (DFT) have shown that a change in the values of free energy
ΔG(х) (Helmholtz potential) passes through the minimum in the range of concentration x ≈ 0.4 at the
temperature of homogenizing annealing of samples Т = 1073 K (Fig. 3а), pointing to solubility limit
of Ga atoms in the structure of ZrNiSn compound. Thus, the compositions of studied samples
ZrNiSn1-xGax, х = 0 – 0.15, are within the solubility limits, which is also evidenced by the absence of
foreign phases in them.
In [16] it is shown that crystalline structure of ZrNiSn is disordered (local amorphization) due
to partial, up to ~ 1 % (z ≈ 0.01), occupancy by Ni (3d84s2) atoms of 4а position of Zr (4d25s2) atoms,
which generates in a semiconductor structural defects of donor nature (“a priori doping”), as long as
Ni has more d-electrons, and donor states D1 appear in the energy gap. The compound formula takes
on the form (Zr1-zNiz)NiSn. Structural investigations also showed that introduction of Ga atoms puts
into order crystalline structure (“heals” structural defects): Ni atoms leave 4а position of Zr atoms,
and the value z → 0.
Taking into account smaller atomic radius of Ga (rGa = 0.141 nm) as compared to Sn
(rSn = 0.162 nm), it would be logical to expect a reduction in the values of unit cell period а(х)
ZrNiSn1-xGax. However, as is seen in Fig. 3b, a change in а(х) values is not monotonous, reflecting
the processes of structural transformations caused by impurity atoms of Ga. Consider in detail these
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changes, as they also cause alterations in the electronic structure and affect the properties of
thermoelectric material. Attention will be called to the character of change in а(х) values in the area
0 ≤ х ≤ 0.03 (Fig. 3b).
As shown by structural investigations, in the process of introducing Ga atoms into ZrNiSn
structure, in the concentration area 0 ≤ х ≤ 0.01 its ordering takes place by displacement of small Ni
atoms (rNi = 0.124 nm) from 4а position by larger Zr atoms (rZr = 0.160 nm) (Fig. 3b). Alongside with
displacement of Ni atoms, there is a process of substitution in 4b position of large Sn atoms by smaller
Ga atoms. Taking into account that the difference in atomic radii of Zr and Ni is (rZr – rNi) = 0.036 nm,
and Sn and Ga (rSn – rGa) = 0.021 nm, a change in а(х) values at concentration site 0 ≤ х ≤ 0.01 will
determine the process of displacement of Ni from 4а position by large Zr atoms that will cause the
growth of dependence а(х) (Fig. 3b). After Ni atoms are displaced from Zr position (structure ordering),
a change in а(х) values will determine occupancy by Ga atoms of Sn (4b) position, and they will
decrease in concentration area 0.02 ≤ х ≤ 0.15. Note that ordering of the structure of ZrNiSn1-xGaх
thermoelectric material makes stable its operational characteristics during heating-cooling cycles.

a)
b)
Fig. 3. Change in the values of thermodynamic potential ΔG(х) at different temperatures (а):
1 – Т = 0 K; 2 – Т = 473 K; 3 – Т = 673 K; 4 – Т = 873 K; 5 – Т= 1073 K;
5 – Т = 1273 K and unit cell period а(х) (b) for ZrNiSn1-xGaх.

Changes in crystalline structure of ZrNiSn1-xGaх in the process will necessarily lead to a
respective transformation of electronic structure. In particular, if in n-ZrNiSn in the energy gap there
are donor states D1 formed due to displacement of ~ 1 % of Zr atoms by Ni atoms [16], then
structure ordering (displacement of Ni from Zr position (4а)) can lead to reduction in the number of
structural defects of donor nature, and donor states D1 must disappear.
On the other hand, since Ga atom possesses one р-electron less than Sn, substitution of Sn
atom by Ga generates in 4b position a defect of acceptor nature, which will cause the emergence in
the energy gap of impurity acceptor states А. The presence of a large number of acceptors and
donors will affect the band structure of ZrNiSn1-xGaх which is bound to appear in the investigation of
electrokinetic and energy characteristics.
Research on the electronic structure of ZrNiSn1-xGax
To predict the behaviour of the Fermi level εF, the energy gap εg and the kinetic characteristics
of ZrNiSn1-xGaх, the electronic density of states (DOS) was calculated (Fig. 4). Taking into account
that according to the results of structural investigations the crystalline structure of ZrNiSn1-xGaх,
х ≥ 0.01 is ordered, calculation of DOS was performed for the case of ordered structure version. As is
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evident from Fig. 4, on introducing into n-ZrNiSn the lowest attainable in the experiment
concentrations of Ga acceptor impurity, the Fermi level εF (dashed line) starts drifting from the
bottom of the conduction band εС, spaced ~ 97.6 meV from it [3], toward the midgap εg and then to
valence band εV, to cross it at certain concentrations of Ga.
Crossing of the midgap (х ≈ 0.025) by the Fermi level εF and further motion toward the valence
band will cause a change in semiconductor conduction type, and holes will become majority carriers.
Note that apart from drift of the Fermi level εF due to a change in semiconductor compensation
degree, there is also a reduction in the energy gap values.

Fig. 4. Calculation of the electronic density of states for ZrNiSn1-xGaх.

Thus, the results of calculation of the electronic density of states for ZrNiSn1-xGaх, based on
structural research data, prove the predicted acceptor nature of structural defects. The results of
experimental research given below will show the conformity of calculated results to real processes
occurring in thermoelectric material.
Research on the electrokinetic, energy and magnetic characteristics of ZrNiSn1-xGax
The temperature and concentration dependences of the electric resistivity ρ and the Seebeck
coefficient α of ZrNiSn1-xGax are presented in Fig. 5, 6. The dependences lnρ(1/T) and α(1/Т)
ZrNiSn1-xGax (Fig. 5) are typical for HDSC semiconductors, and the available activation areas point
to several mechanisms of charge carrier transport [3, 7, 8]. The dependences lnρ(1/T) are
approximated using the known relationship [8]:

  
  
 1 (T )  11 exp   1   31   3  ,
(1)
 k BT 
 k BT 
where the first, high-temperature, summand describes activation of current carriers ε1ρ from the
Fermi level εF to percolation level of continuous energy bands, and the second, low-temperature
summand, – hopping conductivity ε3ρ. In turn, the temperature dependences of the Seebeck
coefficient α(1/Т) of ZrNiSn1-xGax can be approximated using the following relationship [7]:



k B  і 
   1 ,

e  k BT


(2)

where γ is parameter that depends on the nature of scattering. From the high-temperature area of the
dependence α(1/Т) the values of activation energy ε1α were calculated which, as shown in [3], are
proportional to the amplitude of large-scale fluctuation of continuous energy bands (Fig. 1), and from
the low-temperature area – the value of activation energy ε3α proportional to modulation amplitude of
small-scale fluctuation of HDSC semiconductors [8 – 10].
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The presence on the dependences lnρ(1/T) for all compositions of ZrNiSn1-xGax of hightemperature activation areas testifies that the Fermi level εF is located in the forbidden zone from
where thermal activation of current carriers occurs at percolation level. However, the obtained result
contradicts the results of calculation of DOS for ZrNiSn1-xGax (Fig. 4) which predicted crossing of
the valence band at Ga concentration х ≈ 0.04 by the Fermi level εF and by dielectric-metal transition
which is the Anderson transition [7].

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
f)
Fig. 5. Temperature dependences of resistivity lnρ(1/T) (1) and the Seebeck coefficient
α(1/Т) (2) of ZrNiSn1-xGaх.

Assuming that in ZrNiSn1-xGax, as expected, only acceptor defects are generated, then at Ga
concentration, for instance, х = 0.15 (NAGa ≈ 3·1021 cm-3), the Fermi level εF must have long crossed
the valence band. However, at high temperatures no conduction metallization takes place, which is
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possible only on condition of simultaneous generation, along with acceptors, of donors of unknown
origin which compensate acceptors, which will force the Fermi level εF to remain in the forbidden
energy band, reflecting compensation ratio of ZrNiSn1-xGax.
It was predicted that substitution of Ga atoms for Sn atoms will be accompanied by generation
in position 4b of acceptor structural defects and the emergence of impurity acceptor states А. At the
concentration of Ga atoms, when the Fermi level εF will cross the midgap and start approaching the
percolation level of valence band, free holes will be the majority carriers. Such assumptions are
logical, since at Ga concentration х > 0.01 the number of generated acceptors А already exceeds the
number of donors with the energy D1 in n-ZrNiSn (the number of Ni atoms in position of Zr (4а)).

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 6. Change in the values of resistivity ρ(х) and the Seebeck coefficient
α(х) of ZrNiSn1-xGaх at different temperatures.
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On the other hand, if we assume that ZrNiSn has no donor structural effects and the
semiconductor is intrinsic (donor states D1 are absent), then with introduction of Ga atoms the values
of electric resistivity ρ(х) will decrease at all temperatures and concentrations due to the appearance
and increase in the number of free holes in the valence band at ionization of acceptors А. It is clear
that the sign of the Seebeck coefficient in this case will be positive.
The fact that Ga atoms introduced into n-ZrNiSn generate structural defects of acceptor nature
is demonstrated by the dependences of change in the values of resistivity ρ(х, Т) and the Seebeck
coefficient α(х, Т) over the entire concentration and temperature ranges (Fig. 6). To begin with, we
will analyze the dependences ρ(х) andа α(х) at temperature 80 K. Thus, introduction of the lowest in
experiment Ga concentration drastically increases the value of resistivity ρ(х) at Т = 80 K from the
values ρ(х = 0) = 4751.1 µ·m to ρ(х = 0.01) = 10677.7 µ·m. It can be assumed that a sample with
concentration х = 0.01 is strongly compensated, as long as the number of generated acceptors is close
to the number of donors in n-ZrNiSn [16]. Drastic growth of the dependence ρ(х) in the area
х = 0 – 0.01 is determined by two processes:
– decreasing the number of donor states D1 at ordering of ZrNiSn1-xGaх structure, when Zr
atoms displace Ni atoms from 4а position, “healing” structural defects of donor nature;
– “freezing out” of free electrons toward energy gap to impurity acceptor states А formed at
substitution of Sn by Ga.
However, at concentration of х > 0.01 and Т = 80 K, the values of resistivity ρ(х) of ZrNiSn1-xGaх
just as drastically decrease from ρ(х = 0.02) = 4255.89 µ·m to ρ(х = 0.05) = 3079.7 µ·m and
ρ(х = 0.10) = 1275.7 µ·m, pointing to increase in the number of free current carriers. The maximum
on the dependence ρ(х) on introducing to n-type semiconductor of Ga acceptor impurity shows
balancing of competing processes which determine conductivity mechanisms. Let us study the type
and origin of current carriers which account for a decline in the dependence ρ(х) (Fig. 6).
As is seen from Fig. 5 and 6, at temperature 80 K the sign of the Seebeck coefficient of
ZrNiSn1-xGaх remains negative for all concentrations, and electrons are majority carriers. And this is
despite the fact that concentration of generated structural defects of acceptor nature in a sample, for
instance, ZrNiSn1-xGaх, х = 0.10, exceeds by an order of magnitude the concentration of donors in
n-ZrNiSn. This is possible only on condition of such depth of occurrence of acceptor states, that
temperature 80 K is insufficient for the ionization of acceptors (overcoming by the hole of the energy
barrier between the percolation level of valence band and the acceptor level А).
With a rise in temperature (Т > 80 K), the dependence ρ(х) of ZrNiSn1-xGaх is transformed,
showing changes in semiconductor electron structure. On the dependence ρ(х) at temperature
Т = 160 K in the concentration range of х ≈ 0.06 at first there appears a step which gradually grows
into an extremum (Т = 300 K) which with a rise in temperature Т = 380 K is displaced into the region
of higher concentrations х ≈ 0.08. In so doing, the maximum on the dependence ρ(х) in the range of
х ≈ 0.01 disappears.
Thus, at low concentrations of Ga acceptor impurity, the maximum on the dependence ρ(х) of
ZrNiSn1-xGaх at a concentration of х ≈ 0.01 (Fig. 6) is related to the existence in the energy gap of
donor states D1 (Ni atoms in 4а position of Zr atoms). At the concentration of acceptors which
corresponds to the concentration of generated donors (х ≈ 0.01) there is a depletion of donors, the
values of electric resistivity are maximum, and semiconductor is strongly compensated. As long as
the values of the Seebeck coefficient at temperature 80 K remain negative for all concentrations, this
temperature is insufficient for complete ionization of acceptors.
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Note that in ZrNiSn1-xGaх, х = 0.01, the concentration of donors with the energy D1 in fact will
be much lower than the number of generated acceptors with the energy А, since at the lowest
concentrations of Ga the structure is put into order, reducing the number of donors with the
energy D1.
At the concentrations х ≥ 0.02, when the number of generated acceptors exceeds the number of
donors in n-ZrNiSn, with a rise in temperature from Т = 80 K to Т = T1inv the sign of the Seebeck
coefficient changes from negative to positive (Fig. 7). That is, for the samples of ZrNiSn1-xGaх,
х ≈ 0.02 and х ≈ 0.05, the temperature ~ 93 K is sufficient for the ionization of acceptors А.
However, with a further rise in temperature, in the samples of ZrNiSn1-xGaх, х ≈ 0.02 and
х ≈ 0.05, 0, 10, at temperatures Т ≈ 156 K and Т ≈ 216 K, respectively, the sign of the Seebeck
coefficient is unexpectedly changed from positive to negative at T2inv (Fig. 7), and electrons again
become majority carriers. And this is despite the fact that concentration of generated acceptors in
ZrNiSn1-xGaх, х > 0.01, exceeds the number of donors with the energy D1 in n-ZrNiSn (the number
of Ni in Zr position (4а)). Such a behaviour of the Seebeck coefficient in ZrNiSn1-xGaх at Т = T2inv.
is possible under condition that in semiconductor, alongside with impurity acceptor states А, donor
states D2 are generated with their energy levels deeper than D1, and ionization of D2 donors and
overcoming of a barrier to the percolation level of conduction band requires larger energies. It
seems that in a semiconductor there are simultaneously generated donor-acceptors pairs whose
energy levels are arranged in the forbidden energy band.
The same conclusion is arrived at by analyzing the behaviour of ρ(х) of ZrNiSn1-xGaх at
different temperatures. As long as the extremum on the dependence ρ(х) of ZrNiSn1-xGaх is a result
of balancing of competing processes in semiconductor electronic structure, with a rise in
temperature the disappearance of maximum ρ(х) at low concentrations of Ga (х ≈ 0.01) and the
emergence of a new extremum ρ(х) in the range of concentrations х ≈ 0.06 unambiguously points
to the existence of donor states D2 whose depth of occurrence is larger than D1. Indeed, at
concentrations х ≥ 0.02 and temperatures whose values are insufficient for ionization of donor D2,
the concentration of acceptors in ZrNiSn1-xGaх exceeds the concentration of donors, and the sign of
the Seebeck coefficient is predictably positive. However, with a rise in temperature at Т ≥ Tinv. there
begins ionization of donors D2, drastically increases the number of free electrons which become
majority carriers, which is indicated by the negative values of the Seebeck coefficient (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Change in the values of inversion temperature Tinv.: 1 – T1inv.
(change of sign from negative to positive); 2 – T2inv. (change of sign from
positive to negative) ZrNiSn1-xGaх.
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On the other hand, the larger number of acceptors is generated in ZrNiSn1-xGaх, the larger
energies (higher temperatures) are needed for the number of ionized donors D2 to exceed the
number of ionized acceptors А. We can assume that in ZrNiSn1-xGaх to assure structural stability
and electroneutrality principle, in 4b position structural defects of both acceptor and donor nature
are simultaneously generated whose concentration grows with increasing Ga content. In this case
the formula of semiconductor thermoelectric material is of the form (Zr1-zNiz)Ni Sn1-x-уGaх, where у
is concentration of vacancies in 4b position of Sn atoms.
Analysis of behaviour of the energy characteristics of ZrNiSn1-xGaх, in particular, a change in
the values of activation energy ε1ρ(х) and modulation amplitude of continuous energy bands ε1α
also shows that acceptors and donors are simultaneously generated in semiconductor (Fig. 8).
Thus, in n-ZrNiSn the value of energy ε1ρ(х = 0) = 97.6 meV shows the energy gap between the
position of the Fermi level εF and percolation level of conduction band. Doping of n-type
semiconductor with Ga acceptor impurity increases compensation ratio, and the Fermi level εF
goes deeply into forbidden band at the distance of ε1ρ(х = 0.01) = 138.8 meV and
ε1ρ(х = 0.02) = 153.2 meV. Taking into account that at high temperatures the sign of the Seebeck
coefficient remains negative, we can conclude that the values of activation energies ε1ρ(х = 0.01)
and ε1ρ(х = 0.02) represent the energy barrier to percolation level of conduction band. Recall that
the value of activation energy ε1ρ(х) is calculated exactly from the high-temperature activation area
of the dependence lnρ(1/T) (Fig. 5).
The negative values of the Seebeck coefficient and decrease in the values of ε1ρ(х) at
concentrations х > 0.02 from ε1ρ(х = 0.05) = 139.5 meV to ε1ρ(х = 0.10) = 111.2 meV and
ε1ρ(х = 0.15) = 91.3 meV testify that the Fermi level εF has been reversed and is again moving
toward conduction band. It means that in ZrNiSn1-xGaх there appear electrons of unknown origin,
and this on doping of n-type semiconductor with acceptor impurity is possible only on condition of
a simultaneous generation of donors D2 whose concentration is not lower than that of acceptors.

а)

b)

Fig. 8. Change in the values of activation energies ε1ρ(х) (1) and ε1α(х) (2) (а)
and magnetic susceptibility χ(х) (b) of ZrNiSn1-xGaх.

On the other hand, simultaneous generation in ZrNiSn1-xGaх of donors and acceptors changes
compensation ratio and the value of modulation energy of continuous energy bands of HDSC
semiconductor [3, 8]. Fig. 8 shows a change in the values of activation energy ε1α(х) which is
proportional to modulation amplitude of continuous energy bands of ZrNiSn1-xGaх. We can see that
in the case of n-ZrNiSn the modulation amplitude is ε1α(х = 0) = 83.8 meV. Introduction into
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n-type semiconductor of the lowest concentration of Ga acceptor impurity (х = 0.01) drastically
increases compensation ratio, which is indicated by increase in the values of modulation amplitude
to ε1α(х = 0.01) = 101.6 meV.
Further increase in the concentration of acceptors in a semiconductor where electrons are
majority carriers due to simultaneous generation of donors increases compensation ratio and
modulation amplitude of continuous energy bands from ε1α(х = 0.02) = 127.3 meV to
ε1α(х = 0.05) = 149.8 meV and ε1α(х = 0.10) = 186 meV. A decline in the dependence ε1α(х) at
concentrations of ZrNiSn1-xGaх, х > 0.10 shows that the number of ionized donors increases faster
than that of acceptors, so compensation ratio is reduced. At large concentrations of generated
donor-acceptor pairs ZrNiSn1-xGaх, х = 0.15, when wave functions of localized states D2 overlap,
there is metallization of conductivity (absence of low-temperature activation area on the
dependence lnρ(1/T) (Fig. 5).
Of interest are the results of studies on magnetic susceptibility χ of ZrNiSn1-xGaх (Fig. 8b)
which confirm the conclusion made on the simultaneous generation of acceptor and donor defects.
Investigations showed that the samples of ZrNiSn1-xGaх, х>0.01, are Pauli paramagnetics wherein
magnetic susceptibility χ is determined exceptionally by electronic gas and is proportional to
density of states at the Fermi level g(εF). As is seen from Fig. 8b, the dependence χ(х) at х > 0.03
drastically changes the slope, achieves plateau and scarcely changes up to х = 0.15. That is,
increase in the concentration of acceptor impurity and possible increase in the concentration of free
holes scarcely changes the values g(εF). Such a behaviour of χ(х) (χ ~ g(εF)) is possible only on
condition of appearance in ZrNiSn1-xGaх of opposite-sign current carriers of the concentration close
to holes as a result of generation of donor-acceptor pairs which will account for density of states
permanence at the Fermi level g(εF). Note that n-ZrNiSn semiconductor is not Pauli paramagnetic,
but a weak diamagnetic, which is evidenced by the negative values of magnetic susceptibility:
χ(х = 0) = – 0.07 cm3/g. Therefore, we cannot attribute growth of the dependence χ(х) in the
concentration area х = 0 – 0.01 to increase in the values g(εF).
Thus, the results of structural, electrokinetic, energy and magnetic investigations of
ZrNiSn1-xGaх allow speaking about a complicated mechanism of simultaneous generation in a
crystal of acceptor and donor structural defects and making assumptions regarding their nature.
However, they cannot definitely prove the existence of this or other mechanism of generation of
donor-acceptor pairs. The following mechanism will be proposed below.
Refinement of crystalline and electronic structures of ZrNiSn1-xGax

Based on the fact that the above results of research on ZrNiSn1-xGaх did not provide any answer
concerning the mechanisms for generation of structural defects of various nature, let us solve the
inverse problem. It is known that for the calculation of electron energy in the first Brillouin zone one
should know spatial arrangement of atoms (or their absence – vacancies) in the sites of the unit cell.
On the other hand, the slightest structural changes modify local symmetry and the electronic density
of states. In this case the adequacy of the results of calculation of the electronic density of states
distribution and the results of experimental research on the energy characteristics of semiconductor
material specifies that the model of its crystalline structure is adequate to spatial arrangement of
atoms in a real material. Exactly for this reason the results of electronic structure calculation as
compared to the results, for instance, of electrokinetic or energy characteristics, yield information on
the real structure of crystal which is beyond reach of X-ray methods.
Having the experimental results of the Fermi level drift velocity as activation energy ε1ρ(х)
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ZrNiSn1-xGaх (Fig. 8а, curve 1), the compensation ratio (the ratio between donors and acceptors)
was sought for, which will set the velocity of the Fermi level εF maximum close to ε1ρ(х) (Fig. 9).
Calculations of the electronic density distribution DOS were performed almost for all
variants of atoms arrangement in the unit cell sites, and the degree of occupancy of all positions by
intrinsic and /or foreign atoms, as well as the presence of vacancies in them. It turned out that the
most acceptable is the variant of atoms arrangement in the ordered but deformed structure, wherein
the following changes took place:
a) crystalline structure of n-ZrNiSn is disordered (local amorphization) due to partial
occupancy, up to ~ 1 % (z ≈ 0.01), by Ni atoms of position 4а of Zr atoms, which generates in a
semiconductor structural defects of donor nature (semiconductor formula (Zr1-zNiz)NiSn);
b) introduction of Ga atoms puts structure into order and reduces the number of donor
defects: Ni atoms leave position 4а of Zr atoms (z → 0), and semiconductor formula acquires the
form (Zr1-zNiz)Ni Sn1-xGaх;
c) occupancy by Ga impurity atoms of crystallographic position 4b of Sn atoms generates
structural defects of acceptor nature;
d) generation and increase of the number of vacancies (у) in position 4b of Sn atoms (end
formula is transformed into (Zr1-zNiz)Ni Sn1-x-уGaх).
Item d), being the result of formal mathematical calculations, has a profound physical
meaning, as long as simultaneous generation of donor-acceptor pairs assures electroneutrality
principle in position 4b and stability of thermoelectric material structure.

а)

b)

Fig. 9. Dynamics of change in the concentration of Ni atoms (z) in position
4а of Zr atoms (1) and vacancies (у) in position 4b of Sn atoms (2) (а)
and experimentally obtained (1) and calculated (2) dependence of
activation energy ε1ρ (b) for ZrNiSn1-xGaх.

Fig. 9а shows the results of calculation of the dynamics of change in all structural defects at
heavy doping of n-ZrNiSn with Ga acceptor impurity, which provides within the error of calculations
the proximity of calculated velocity of the Fermi level εF (Fig. 9b, curve 2) to that obtained from the
high-temperature areas of dependences lnρ(1/T) (Fig. 9b, curve 1).
Based on the obtained results of spatial arrangement of atoms in ZrNiSn1-xGaх, the electronic
density of states distribution DOS was calculated, which adequately shows the compensation ratio of
semiconductor material (Fig. 10). In particular, we can see the distinctions in the energy gap and the
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position of the Fermi level εF for the ordered version of ZrNiSn structure and in the presence of
“local amorphization” in n-ZrNiSn semiconductor.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 10. Calculation of the electronic density of states DOS for
different concentrations of ZrNiSn1-xGaх.

From Fig. 10 it is also seen that the Fermi level εF of ZrNiSn1-xGaх for all concentrations of Ga
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acceptor impurity changes its location with respect to percolation level of conduction band, which
corresponds to negative values of the Seebeck coefficient (Fig. 5b) and is consistent with the results
of electrokinetic characteristics of material.
Conclusions

Thus, as a result of integrated research on the crystalline and electronic structures, the kinetic
and magnetic characteristics of ZrNiSn1-xGaх thermoelectric materials, the mechanisms for
simultaneous generation of the acceptor and donor structural defects (donor-acceptor pairs) have
been identified that change the compensation ratio and determine the electric conductivity
mechanisms of material. The investigated ZrNiSn1-xGaх semiconductor is a promising
thermoelectric material, and crystalline structure orderliness is key to stability and reproducibility
of characteristics.
The work was performed in the framework of grants of Ministry of Education and Science of
Ukraine, № 0115U003257 and № 0114U005464.
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STUDY OF DAMAGED LAYER DEPTH IN
THERMOELECTRIC MATERIALS BY X-RAY
DIFFRACTION INTERFEROMETRY

The results of investigation of the damaged layer depth after machining of the surface of
thermoelectric materials with diamond abrasive powders of different size are presented. A
refined model of the damaged layer consisting of: a) a relief zone with polycrystalline structure,
from which the kinematic scattering as large as (0.2 – 0.5 d, d – abrasive material grain size) is
observed; b) a zone of microcracks, packing defects and dislocation ensembles of (3 – 4 d); c) an
elastic deformation zone with an area of (4 – 5 d). This elastic deformation zone is quite long,
even during the removal of the first two zones the residual stresses in the crystals still remain.
Key words: X-ray interferometer, moire patterns, X-ray topograms, thermoelement, damaged
layer.

Introduction
One of the most important development trends of modern thermoelectricity is
microminiaturization of thermoelectric modules which is related to essential reduction of the height
of legs. To achieve high thermal and electric parameters of modules with a reduced height of legs, it
is necessary to assure minimal contact resistance and high adhesion of metal coating on
thermoelectric material. Therefore, the formation of silicon wafers with improved properties in a thin
subsurface layer is a relevant task. The depth of the damaged surface (the defective layer depth) of
semiconductor materials is an important parameter that needs to be controlled in process sizing. The
knowledge of the damaged layer depth makes it possible to optimize processing of semiconductor
materials and to choose the best of them, which in its turn will increase their yield. During the
semiconductor crystal surface machining in the contact zone with the grains of the diamond abrasive
material, the destruction of the original perfect structure and the formation of the damaged
subsurface layer take place. Depending on the process conditions of processing, elastic and plastic
deformations, microcracks, brittle fracture, local heat treatment and even polymorphic
transformations may occur in the subsurface layer [1 – 6]. Naturally, the physical and mechanical
properties of the damaged layer substantially differ from those of the original crystal. The study of
the structure and depth of the damaged layer is usually performed using the X-ray topography,
optical and electron microscopy methods.
As a result of the conducted researches, many models of the damaged layer were proposed,
which generally could be reduced to the following: the damaged layer consists of a polycrystalline
zone, a zone of microcracks and dislocation clusters, a dislocation zone and an elastic deformation
area [1, 2]. It is worth noting that in many papers the dimensions of these zones significantly differ
and usually depend on the accuracy of the research methods selected by the authors.
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The X-ray diffraction moire (RDM) method, which is highly sensitive to the crystal lattice
distortions [7 – 10], can greatly add and expand the information on the structure and level of
sophistication of the damaged layer. It can also help to study the homogeneity of Ві-Те or Ge-Si
based thermoelectric materials with the use of phase moiré topography. Therefore, the study of the
damaged layer structure, which occurred during the Si surface machining, was conducted in this
paper by RDM.
Research methods
The study was conducted on integral LLL-interferometers, made of perfect dislocation-free Si
single crystals, grown by Czochralski method in the direction [111]. Input surfaces of the
interferometers corresponded to crystallographic planes (111). The machining of surfaces of the
interferometer analyzer (111), ( 110 ), ( 112 ) was carried out using emery powders M5, M10, M28,
and after the abrasive cutting - using an internal cutting edge of the disc. X-ray interferograms and
topograms obtained in CuKα are radiation ones using reflection ( 220 ). The annealing of
interferometers was conducted in vacuum 10-2 Pa at the temperature of 700 – 1173 K.
Research results
It is known that during the surface machining with a free abrasive material, the structure and
depth of the damaged layer are determined by physical and mechanical properties of the processed
crystal and abrasive grains. The study of the structure defects, which occurred on different surfaces
of semiconductor single crystals, was carried out repeatedly by optical and electron microscopy and
X-ray diffraction topography methods [1 – 6]. It can be observed that the plastic deformation
generally occurs during the surface polishing, and the brittle fracture takes place during cutting and
polishing processes.

a)

b)

Fig. 1. Moire pattern of analyzing crystal cut, reflection ( 2 20 ): a) before etching; b) after etching ×12.
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Interferometers were previously studied. The interferometer, which was used for the analyzing
crystal cut and aperture, had a rotational moire, which corresponds to the lower part of Figure 1, 2b.
Experimental diffraction moire patterns obtained with the interferometer cut and aperture made by an
inner side of the diamond disc perpendicular to the analyzer plane (111), are shown in Fig. 1, 2,
received in CuKα - radiation using reflections ( 220 ). The moire patterns represent predominantly
rotational moire.

a)
b)
Fig. 2. Topograms and moire pattern of analyzing crystal aperture. Reflection ( 2 20 )
a) topograms from analyzing crystal aperture; b) moire pattern from analyzing crystal aperture ×12.

The cracks of 30 – 40 µm deep occur on the crystal surface after cutting. The aperture width
was about 235 µm. The front cutting edge of the disc has sharp projections that will serve as
concentrators of mechanical stresses and microcracks.
It is known that the largest damages to the surface of the crystal arise in the process of its
cutting with a diamond disc. As a result of the impact stress that occurs in the cutting process,
irregularities, traces of plastic deformation and brittle fracture are observed on the surface. Three
specific dependences of the period of moire fringes on the deformation size can be differentiated in
d0 d
1
d
1
diffraction moire patterns: dilatation moire –  d 
, rotating moire –  r 

 0
d  d 0 g
θ
g r
and mixed moire –
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1
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 ( )2  ( )2 , gr – change in diffraction vector, g – diffraction vector,
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d0 – interplane lattice distance, d – interplane distance of deformed lattice. By measuring the periods
of moire fringes and their inclination relative to reflecting surfaces by means of relations:
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the relative deformations d/d0 and atomic plane turns θ in the analyzing crystal were calculated.
The relative deformations vary from 3 × 10-6 to 0.17 × 10-6 and atomic plane changes – from 0.0032
to 0.25 arcsec.
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It can be seen from the moire patterns and topograms (Fig. 1) that the area, in which moire
fringes are not present, is 125 µm from the edge of the aperture, due to violation of the coherence of
interfering waves. In the moire pattern at a distance of more than 125 µm, a large distortion area is
observed, which includes dislocations and no moire fringes, because the distance between them is
very small at the boundary of film resolution (Fig. 1, 2b). Beyond this zone, dislocations manifested
in the form of additional moire fringes are observed.
It follows from the analysis of the relative deformations and atomic plane changes that the
fields of elastic deformations expand at a distance of about 700 – 1000 µm. In addition to X-ray
interferometric studies, X-ray topographic studies were conducted using three-crystal Laue
spectrometer (one was made of interfering beams covered with an opaque screen). Fig. 2a shows a
topogram obtained in a three-crystal Laue spectrometer circuit. It follows from interferograms and
topograms that the defective structure, which occurs during crystal cutting, is generally composed of
a strongly deformed area of the crystal matrix. These areas are manifested in the form of black and
white lobes (Fig. 1, 2). These fields expand to a large depth – hundreds of microns.
The paper proposes a method for determining the sign of deformation. For this purpose a
thermoelement was used, which made it possible to form the temperature gradient along the atomic
planes ( 110 ) in the direction of [ 112 ], the value of which was 1.2 K/cm, as shown in [9].

The homogeneous temperature gradient proves the stability of thermoelement
operation, since the exposure period of obtaining moiré patterns lasted almost 5 hours. The
temperature gradient will increase interplanar distances in the analyzer. The analysis of
interferograms shows that the deformation in the crystal aperture area is the tensile deformation. The
increase in periods also testifies to the nonuniform distribution of elastic deformation fields.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 3. Interferograms and topograms of partially processed surface of analyzing crystal:
a) topogram, reflection ( 2 20 ); b) interferogram in the direction of diffracted beam;
c) in the direction of the incident beam ×12.
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With the partial processing of the original surface (111) of the interferometer analyzer with
emery powders with grain size of 5 µm, scratches, chips with sharp edges, microcracks, etc., are
observed in the topogram (Fig.3a) (the topogram was obtained in three-crystal LLL-spectrometer
circuit). In some places, where the surface is not damaged by abrasive materials, the areas with the
reduced intensity are observed (in Fig. 3a an opposite contrast relative to a photoplate), which testify
to the presence of nonrelaxing elastic distortions in the crystal.
It can be seen from the moire patterns (Fig. 3b, c) obtained using the three-crystal
interferometer that the surface microdamage significantly distorts it. The periods and inclinations of
the moire fringes vary in wide ranges, as well as their disappearance in some areas testify to
nonuniform stress distribution across the wafer area. The reduced intensity areas occur in some
places (Fig. 3a), where the deformation equals to 10-5. These areas are characterized by contrast
addition in the direction of the incident beams (Fig. 3b) and diffracted (Fig. 3c) beams.
With a uniform polishing of the analyzer surface (111), an attempt to obtain the moire pattern
was unsuccessful. The high density of defects and large stresses in the crystal completely destroy the
interference interaction of X waves. It is worth noting that the low-temperature annealing at 700 K
had had no positive effect as well. After the annealing of the interferometer at 1123 K, the moire
pattern shown in Fig. 4 was obtained.

a)

b)

Fig. 4. Moire patterns obtained from different parts of the crystal after annealing
at 1123 K. Reflection ( 2 20 ) ×12.

The analysis of the moire patterns shows that the stress distribution becomes more uniform.
The deformation in the crystal varies from 10-5 to 10-6. Almost all irregularities in the periods of
moire fringes are detected in the moire patterns: additional moire fringes, fork-like lines, crosslines
between fringes, shifts of several fringes, etc. This is most likely associated with the reconstruction
of the damaged layer and formation of dislocations, as evidenced by the presence of additional moire
fringes. Most dislocations are straight-line, lying in {111} planes. The low-temperature stage of
stress relaxation in mechanically damaged layers is accompanied by conservative movement of
dislocations. Similar defects were observed earlier during the machining of crystals [6, 11]. After
etching of the damaged layer 10 µm thick, more distinct moire fringes were observed. Therefore,
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dislocation dipoles, packing and other defects are detected in the subsurface layer. Dashed lines of
the diffraction contrast mostly oriented in the direction of [ 112 ] (Fig. 4a, b), fields of elastic
deformations lead to the bending of moire fringes. Obviously, dashed lines correspond to
dislocations oriented along this direction [ 112 ]. The dislocations of this type were detected by
electron microscopy in [1, 2, 11]. In the presented interferograms, individual microcracks are
observed in the form of dark lines oriented in different directions, from which short moire fringes
extend (the pattern is similar to the X-tree branches). The deformations located in close vicinity to
residual microcracks can be defined from the moire patterns.
The study of the damaged layer depth, which greatly depends on the size of abrasive grains, is
of particular interest. For this purpose, the polishing with various abrasive materials was carried on
the end surface of the analyzer wafer that corresponded to the crystallographic plane ( 112 ). The
assessments of the damaged layer depth were also conducted by optical microscopy. X-ray
topograms and interferograms obtained during diffraction from the planes ( 220 ), are shown in
Fig. 5a, b, c, d, e, f. When polishing with abrasive material M-5 (Fig. 5a, b), some cracks and areas
of high scattering intensity can be seen in topograms; interferograms along with usual topographic
images show the change of the original moire pattern, indicating the emergence of the elastic
deformation area. The depth of the damaged layer is 15 – 20 µm (together with an area of elastic
deformations).

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 5. Topographic and moire images of the damaged layer depth. Reflection ( 220 ) a) b) surface machine
processing ( 112 ) with M5 powder; c) d) with M10 powder; e) f) with M28 powder ×12.
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If the abrasive material size is 10 µm (Fig. 5c, d) black and white lobes of deformation rosettes
and a sufficiently large area of elastic deformations begin to appear in topograms, and additional
fringes or their splits, as well as an essential region of elastic deformations over long distances, are
observed in the moire patterns. The depth of the damaged layer is 35 – 40 µm. If the abrasive
material size is 28 µm (Fig. 5e, f), the number of deformation rosettes and irregularities in the moire
patterns increases. The damaged layer depth is approximately 120 – 140 µm. In terms of X-ray
diffraction, the damaged layer can be divided into two zones: of kinematic and dynamic scattering.
The kinematic scattering is observed from the polycrystalline part of the damaged layer - from the
zones of dislocation ensembles and elastic deformations.
As a result of the studies conducted by the optical microscopy, X-ray topography and X-ray
diffraction moire methods, the damaged layer model can be represented as follows: a) a relief zone
with polycrystalline structure, from which the kinematic scattering is observed; this zone is best
determined by the optical microscopy method, and its approximate dimensions are 0.2 – 0.5 d
(d – abrasive material grain size); b) a zone of microcracks, packing defects and dislocation
ensembles, which is well defined by the electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction moire and X-ray
topography methods (optical microscopy methods are not used here), the zone depth varies in the
range of 3 – 4 d; c) an elastic deformation zone; in this area, X-ray diffraction moire method has
advantages over all other known methods, since the sensitivity of X-ray diffraction moire method to
lattice distortion is 10 times higher than of the electron diffraction moire method, and the depth of the
damaged area is 4 – 5 d. The values of deformations and stresses in the second and third zones can be
reliably determined by the X-ray diffraction moire method. The discrepancy in the received data on
determining the damaged layer depth in the latter zone is the most significant in comparison with
known measurements reported in literature [1, 2].
Conclusions

A new method of determination of the damaged layer depth in the silicon single crystals using
X-ray diffraction moire was proposed. A refined model of the damaged layer, consisting of: a) a relief
zone with polycrystalline structure, from which the kinematic scattering as large as (0.2 – 0.5 d) is
observed; b) a zone of microcracks, packing defects and dislocation ensembles of (3 – 4 d); c) an
elastic deformation zone with an area of (4 – 5 d). This elastic deformation zone is quite long, even
during the removal of the first two zones the residual stresses in the crystals still remain.
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF MEDICALPURPOSE THERMOELECTRIC SENSOR READINGS

This paper presents the results of computer research on the impact of thermal medical insulation
on the readings of thermoelectric heat flux sensor. A three-dimensional (3D) physical,
mathematical and computer model of biological tissue having on its top a thermoelectric sensor
with thermal insulation was constructed. It was established that the presence of medical thermal
insulation on thermoelectric sensor and biological tissue can change sensor readings up to 75 %.
Key words: Thermoelectric sensor, heat flow and thermal insulation medical, computer
modeling.

Introduction
General characterization of the problem. It is known that timely and quality diagnosis is
critical to successful treatment of various human diseases [1 – 5]. For its performance it is
important to have information on human heat release, as long as exactly heat flux density reflects
most adequately the severity level of inflammatory processes in human organism [6, 7]. So, for
early diagnosis of diseases it is efficient to measure human body heat flux. Promising for such
measurements are thermoelectric sensors [8 – 11] which offer high sensitivity, precision, speed of
response, parameter stability in a wide range of operating temperatures and are consistent with upto-date recording equipment. A combination of miniature size and high sensitivity of
semiconductor heat metering sensors yields high locality and precision of heat metering
measurements during medico-biological investigations. The above advantages make it possible to
use thermoelectric sensors for local diagnosis of human body, early detection of inflammatory
processes, oncologic diseases, blood circulation anomalies and analysis of human body state under
extreme conditions.
It is also important to control heat release on human body areas after operational intervention.
With normal wound healing, heat release, though increased, is within corresponding limits. However,
if healing is accompanied by essential inflammatory processes (for instance, due to breach of wound
sterility), it is thermoelectric sensor in the first place that can inform of such processes by recording
local thermal anomalies. Thus, monitoring of human body heat release is of exceptional importance,
since it can yield information both on the disease recurrence and, on the contrary, on rehabilitation
processes.
When investigating human heat release in the post-surgical period an important role is played
by thermal insulation (for instance, medical bandage) on thermoelectric sensor which can essentially
distort the temperature field of human body area under study and affect the readings of such sensor.
The impact of such sensors on the object of investigation was analytically studied in [12] and for the
ISSN 1607-8829, 2015
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case of living objects with the aid of computer simulation for simplified physical models in [13 – 16].
Therefore, the purpose of this work is to create improved computer model and to determine the
impact of medical thermal insulation on the readings of thermoelectric heat flux sensor.
A physical model of biological tissue with thermoelectric sensor and thermal medical
insulation
According to a physical model (Fig. 1), an area of human biological tissue is a three-layered
skin structure (epidermis 1, dermis 2, subcutis 3) with the internal tissue 4 as the fourth layer and is
characterized by thermal conductivity κі, specific heat Сі, density ρі, blood perfusion rate ωb , blood
density ρb, blood heat capacity Сb and specific heat release qmet due to metabolic processes
(Table). The respective biological tissue layers 1 – 4 are considered as the bulk sources of heat qi,
where:

qi  qmet  bСb і (Tb  T ), і  1..4 .

(1)

The geometric dimensions of each such layer are ai, bi and li. The temperatures at the
boundaries of respective biological tissue layers are T1, T2, T3 and T4.

Fig. 1. A physical model of biological tissue with thermoelectric heat meter
and thermal medical insulation: 1 – epidermis, 2 – dermis, 3 – subcutis, 4 – internal tissue,
5 – thermoelectric heat flux sensor, 6, 7, 8 – thermal medical insulation.

Thermoelectric heat flux sensor 5 is a rectangular bar of the geometric dimensions a5, b5 and l5,
which consists of a large number of n- and p-type crystals based on Bi-Te thermoelectric material.
From the theory it is known [8, 12] that thermoelectromotive force (EMF) of thermoelectric gradient
sensor is determined as follows:

E  N T ,

(2)

where α is the Seebeck coefficient, N is the number of thermoelectric material legs, ΔT is
temperature difference between the upper and lower surfaces of thermoelectric heat flux sensor.
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Table
Thermophysical properties of human biological tissue [17 – 21]
Biological tissue layers

Epidermis

Dermis

Subcutis

Internal tissue

Thickness, l (mm)
Specific heat, C (J·kg-1·K-1)
Thermal conductivity,
κ (W·m-1·K-1)
Density, ρ (kgm-3)
Metabolic heat density,
qmet (W·m-3)
Tissue blood perfusion rate,
ωb (m3·s-1·m-3)
Blood temperature, Тb (K)
Blood density, ρb (kg·m-3)
Blood heat capacity,
Сb (J·kg-1·K-1)

0.08
3590

2
3300

10
2500

30
4000

0.24

0.45

0.19

0.5

1200

1200

1000

1000

368.1

368.1

368.3

368.3

0

0.00125

0.00125

0.00125

310
1060

310
1060

310
1060

310
1060

3770

3770

3770

3770

The skin surface layer (epidermis 1) of temperature Т6 is in the state of heat exchange with
thermal medical insulation 6 of the geometric dimensions a6, b6, l6 and contact surface temperature
Т5. Located on the surface of thermal insulation 6 is thermoelectric heat flux sensor 5 of the
geometric dimensions a5, b5, l5 and contact surface temperature Т8. In the absence of thermal
insulation 6, 7, 8 the heat exchange between skin surface and the environment of temperature Т10 is
taken into account by heat exchange coefficient α1 and emissivity coefficient ε1. Skin heat exchange
due to perspiration is disregarded.
Additional thermal medical insulation 7, 8 of the geometric dimensions a7, b7, l7 and a8, b8, l8
is arranged on the surface and on the sides of thermoelectric sensor 5. Free surface of thermal
insulation 8 of temperature Т9 is in the state of heat exchange with the environment of temperature
Т10 which is taken into account by heat exchange coefficient α2 and emissivity coefficient ε2. Specific
heat flux from the surface of thermal insulation 8 to the environment is q6, and specific heat flux
from human internals – q5.
As long as a physical model is an area of a four-layered biological tissue, with identical
biochemical processes occurring in adjacent layers, it can be assumed that no heat overflow occurs
along biological tissue (q = 0).
Mathematical description and a computer model

A general equation of heat exchange in biological tissue is as follows [17 – 21]:
T
C
 ( T )  bCb b (Tb  T )  qmet ,
(3)
t
where  is the density of corresponding biological tissue layer, С is specific heat of biological tissue
layer, κ is thermal conductivity of biological tissue, b is blood density, Сb is specific heat of blood,
b is blood perfusion rate, Тb is human blood temperature, qmet is metabolic heat density.
The summand on the left-hand side of equation (3) is the rate of change in thermal energy
comprised in the unit volume of biological tissue. Three summands on the right-hand side of this
ISSN 1607-8829
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equation are the rate of change in thermal energy due to thermal conductivity, blood perfusion and
metabolic heat, respectively.
To solve the problem formulated in this paper, it is enough to consider a 3D steady-state
model. Then Eq. (3) will acquire the form (4):
(

 2T  2T  2T


)  bCb b (Tb  T )  qmet  0 .
x 2 y 2 z 2

(4)

A steady-state equation of heat exchange for thermoelectric heat flux sensor with regard to the
impact of thermoelectric phenomena and the temperature dependence of material is given by:
κ T  (

2

  2T  2T  2T 
 2T  2T  2T
2


)


α
T
σ
T
   ( 2  2  2 ) .
x 2 y 2 z 2
y
z 
 x

(5)

The corresponding steady-state equation of heat exchange for thermal medical insulation will
be of the form (6):
κ(

 2T  2T  2T


) 0.
x 2 y 2 z 2

(6)

A steady-state system of equations (4) – (6) for the corresponding layers of physical model
(Fig. 1) must be solved with the respective boundary conditions (7) – (8):

q


q
Т


 q

z 0

x 0

 0,

 0,
xa

q


q


 310.15 K,

 α(T0  T )  εσ(T04  T 4 ),
z b, c , d

y 0

 0,

(7)

 0,
y a
q


q


x e , f

y e , f

 0,
 0,

(8)

where q is heat flux density, Т is absolute temperature, Т0 is ambient temperature,  is heat exchange
coefficient, ε is emissivity factor, σ is the Boltzmann constant.
In order to determine the impact of thermal medical insulation on the readings of
thermoelectric heat flux sensor, a 3D computer model of biological tissue was created having on its
surface a thermoelectric sensor with thermal insulation. For this purpose Comsol Multiphysics applied
program package was used [22] allowing simulation of thermophysical processes in biological tissue
with account of blood circulation and metabolism.
The distribution of temperature and heat flux density in biological tissue and thermoelectric
sensor was calculated by the finite element method (Fig. 2). According to this method, an object
under study is split into a large number of finite elements, and in each of them the value of function
is sought which satisfies given differential equations of second kind with the respective boundary
conditions. The accuracy of solving the formulated problem depends on the level of splitting and is
assured by using a large number of finite elements [22].
Computer simulation results

With the aid of computer simulation the distributions of temperature and heat flux density
lines in human biological tissue and thermoelectric heat flux sensor were obtained (Fig. 3 – 5), as
well as isothermal surfaces in biological tissue were constructed (Fig. 6, 7) with regard to boundary
effects in a 3D computer model.
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Fig. 2. Finite element method mesh.

Fig. 3. Temperature distribution in biological tissue
having on its top a thermoelectric sensor with thermal
medical insulation.

Fig. 4. Distribution of heat flux density
lines in biological tissue having on
its top a thermo-electric sensor with thermal
medical insulation.

Fig. 5. Temperature distribution in the
section of biological tissue having
on its top a thermoelectric sensor with thermal
medical insulation.

Fig. 6. Isothermal surfaces in biological tissue
having on its top a thermoelectric sensor without
thermal medical insulation.

Fig. 7. Isothermal surfaces in biological tissue having on
its top a thermoelectric sensor with thermal medical
insulation.
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To determine temperature difference between the surfaces of thermoelectric sensor, averaging
of the obtained temperature distributions on the upper and lower sensor surfaces was obtained, as
long as such distributions are irregular. As an example, the distributions of temperature along the line
in the centre of the lower (Fig. 8a) and upper (Fig. 8b) surfaces of thermoelectric sensor are shown.
Fig. 8c shows temperature distribution on the surface of biological tissue having on its top a
thermoelectric sensor with thermal medical insulation. Temperature distribution on the surface of
external thermal insulation is shown in Fig. 8d.

a)

b)

c)
d)
Fig. 8. Temperature distribution of thermoelectric sensor with thermal insulation exceeding the limits
of sensor. a) on the lower surface, b) on the upper surface, c) on the surface of biological tissue,
d) on the surface of thermal insulation.

Fig. 9. Dependence of temperature difference on thermoelectric heat flux sensor on the thickness if
thermal medical insulation on the sensor (external bandage layer Lext) with different thickness of thermal
insulation between biological tissue and the sensor (internal bandage layer Lint).
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Computer simulation was used to determine the impact of thermal medical insulation on the
readings of thermoelectric heat flux sensor. A dependence of temperature difference on
thermoelectric sensor on the thickness of thermal medical insulation on the sensor (external bandage
layer Lext) was determined with different thickness of thermal insulation between biological tissue
and the sensor (internal bandage layer Lint) for the case when external thermal insulation does not
exceed the sensor limits (Fig. 9).
From Fig. 9 it is seen that increasing the thickness of thermal insulation between biological
tissue and thermoelectric heat flux sensor, as well as increasing the thickness of external insulation
on the sensor definitely results in decreasing temperature difference between the sides of such sensor.
Reduction of heat flux thermoelectric sensor readings can reach 75 % as compared to the case
without thermal medical insulation. This, in turn, must be taken into account for the diagnosis of
post-surgical inflammatory processes in human organism by creating identical conditions with
repeated measurements of heat release.
Conclusions

1. Computer methods were developed for simulation of thermal and temperature processes in
“thermoelectric sensor- human body surface” system with regard to thermophysical properties of
biological tissue, blood circulation and metabolism. It was established that proposed methods are
much more efficient as compared to known analytical methods that are based on solving
approximate boundary problems.
2. Computer simulation was used to study the impact of thermal medical insulation on the readings
of medical-purpose thermoelectric sensor. It was established that the presence of thermal
insulation on thermoelectric heat flux sensor and biological tissue can change sensor readings up
to 75 %. This factor must be taken into account when measuring human body heat fluxes by
creating identical conditions during repeated measurements.
The author is sincerely grateful to NASU academician L.I. Anatychuk for the formulation of
relevant problem and constructive discussion of the results.
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THERMOELECTRIC CONDITIONER
WITH UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED MODULES FOR A
HUMAN

А.V. Prybyla

The results of computations of a thermoelectric (TE) conditioner with the uniformly distributed
modules design are presented in this paper. The physical, mathematical and computer models of
the TE conditioner were developed. Its efficiency for different thermal resistance values and
conditions for its exploitation were determined.
Key words: thermoelectric module, computer simulation, clothing TE conditioning.

Introduction
General characteristics of the problem. When humans undergo various ambient temperature
conditions they often suffer either from overheating or overcooling that influences their physiological
state but negatively [1]. It firstly concerns the people who have to remain under such conditions for a
long period of time because of their professional duties. To this group military servants, hot shop
workers, sportsmen and alike belong in particular.
The problem of provision a human with comfortable functioning under different conditions can
be solved, though, by creating some special TE conditioners for clothing. In [2] their detailed
classification is given and the most prospective physical models of such conditioners to be
implemented are highlighted. Of special interest are TE conditioners for clothing where
thermoelectric cooling and heating are used [3]. It is connected with their advantages, such as
cooling and heating provision, reliability, environmental friendliness (harmful cooling agents
absence), high efficiency and low mass dimensions [4, 5].

а)

b)

Fig. 1. Appearance a) and physical model b) of a thermoelectric conditioner for the
Dhama Innovations clothing [7]: 1 – heat-scattering fabric; 2 – insulation; 3 – thermoelectric modules;
4 – heat-conducting fabric; 5 – wires; 6 – heat concentrators; 7 – heat-conducting material.
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The simplest and most demonstrative model of a thermoelectric conditioner for humans is a
model with thermoelectric modules uniformly distributed over the surface of the clothing. However,
as the modules sizes are significantly smaller than the heat-exchanging surface, heat supplies and
heat diffusers should be used in such conditioners. [4] (Fig. 1). As it is clear from Fig. 1a, a TE
conditioner contains 22 TE modules, whereas the schematic from Fig. 1b makes it clear that heat
supplies and heat diffusing plates are used in it. Unfortunately, no energy characteristics of such a
conditioner are given in [4, 6]. Therefore, computer research to determine the efficiency of such a
model, being the objective of the present work, was performed.
Consequently, the objective of the present work is to examine the possibilities of
implementation of a TE conditioner for the clothing with the uniformly distributed modules by way
of computer simulation of its design.
Physical model of a thermoelectric conditioner for clothing
A physical model, presented in Fig. 2, was applied to compute an individual conditioner for
a bullet-proof vest.

Fig. 2. Physical model of a thermoelectric conditioner for clothing with uniformly
distributed modules: 1 – human body; 2 – vest with a conditioner; 3 – fabric,
conducting heat from human body, and heat collector 9; 4, 8 – heat-insulation layers;
5 – thermoelectric module; 6 – fabric, conducting heat into the ambient,
7 – heat-conducting plate

It is built on the basis of the model depicted in Fig. 1b and presents a human body 1 that emits
a heat flux q1. Depending on the state the body is in (rest, physical loads of varying intensity, etc.) it
produces a heat flux from 100 to 800 W [7]. This flux is rejected into the ambient with the help of
thermal regulation mechanisms (thermal conductivity, convection, emittance and water evaporation
(from skin and mucosal tunics)) via breathing (q2), thermal insulation (clothing) (q4) and unprotected
parts of the human organism (q3). Due to the ambient conditions and thermal resistance of the
clothing, the said mechanisms add different percentage to the heat exchange (Fig. 3) [8].
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Fig. 3. Typical dependence of the correlation between human heat exchange
mechanisms on the ambient temperature [7].

A vest with the TE conditioner 2 is put on the body wearing the underwear 3, through which
the heat flux q4 is transferred to the heat collector 9, and, subsequently, to TE modules 5. The part of
the collector surface that is not covered with TE modules is thermally insulated 4, 8. The heat flux
from the TE modules q5 is rejected into the ambient via a metallic heat conducting plate 7 and fabric
6. It is clear that the heat resistance of the material of the vest influences the energy characteristics of
the TE conditioner and thermal conditions inside it. Therefore, the computation of the TE conditioner
energy characteristics due to the thermal resistance of the vest material and ambient conditions
present a significant problem to solve.
Mathematical and computer models of a thermoelectric conditioner for a bulletproof vest
The system of computation of TE conditioner energy characteristics as a function of physical
model elements parameters is defined from the heat balance equation:
Qc  1 (T7  T6 )
,

Qc   2 (T6  T5 )

(1)

Qh   3 (T3  T4 ),

Qh   4 (T2  T3 ), ,

Qh  hS (T1  T2 ),

(2)

Qh  Qc  WTE .

(3)

Here 1 is the thermal resistance of the vest material 6,  2 is the thermal resistance of the plate 7,

3 is the thermal resistance of the of the material 9,  4 is the thermal resistance of the material 3, Qc is
the cooling capacity of the TE conditioner, Qh is its heating capacity, WTE is the electric power of TE
power supply 5, h is the heat-transfer coefficient, S is the area from which heat transfer is performed.
Taking into consideration (1) – (3), the following expression for the TE conditioner coefficient
of performance (COP) is obtained:
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where N1 

(   4  hS )
(1   2 )
, N2  3
, I – current strength, R – electric resistance,  – Seebeck
3 4 hS
1 2

coefficient of thermoelement,  – thermal conductivity coefficient of thermoelement.
The heating coefficient for such a case will have the form of:

 

Qh I (Th  Qh N 2 )  0.5I 2 R  (Th  Tc  (Qh N 2  Qc N1 ))

.
WTE
WTE

(5)

The computer methods of object-oriented simulation together with numeric methods for
determination of the purpose-oriented functions, namely, COP and heating coefficient of the TE
conditioner, were applied for computing in the present work. These functions are nonlinear and
depend on the totality of parameters which are expressed implicitly with the help of the plurality of
empiric equalities. Therefore, there exists no possibility of applying any methods of determining
either the first or second order extremum (due to impossibility of the derivatives definition). To
ensure the search for the optimal COP value, the non-gradient method of the zero order, namely, the
modified Hooke-Jeeves method, was applied [9].
A system of non-linear equations (1 – 3) is being solved in each iteration of the main cycle of
the programme, and cooling capacity is determined. The approximating polynoms coefficients which
help determine the empirical correlations between the physical parameters of the optimization
problem are computed in the programme. The details of the modelling technique are given in [10].
Simulation results
Hence, the initial parameters of the model are the following: thermal power to be rejected from
a human body through TE modules, the power itself being the function of the ambient temperature
(Fig. 3), and the organism physiological state (the value of human heat emittance of Q = 100 W is
used that corresponds to the state of a human at rest); the ambient temperature of T1 = 20, 30, 36.6,
2

40 ºС; the external surface area of the vest to provide heat-exchange of S = 0.5 m ; Bi-Te TE heat
converters parameters [11] are 20 × 20 mm with the crystal size of 2.0 × 2.0 × 1.5 mm and the
number of TE modules being equal to 50 pcs.
As a result of modelling, the dependence of the electric power required for provision of the
human body constant temperature (T = 36.6 ºС) on the ambient temperature and heat resistance of
the vest materials (Fig. 4) was computed.

Fig. 4. Electric power of thermoelectric modules as a function of thermal resistance
of the vest fabrics and for different ambient temperatures.
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As it is evident from Fig. 4, the power required for provision of the human body constant
temperature (T = 36.6 ºС) is strongly dependent on the heat resistance of the clothing fabric. For
example, to supply the TE conditioner with the vest fabric heat resistance of about  = 0.4 K/W,
which corresponds to the use of cotton-based fabrics (thermal conductivity coefficient
 ≈ 0.05 W/m·K) and at the ambient temperature of T1 = 36.6 ºС, which corresponds to the human
body surface normal temperature, the power of W = 250 W is required. If the thermal resistance of
the vest is reduced fivefold, which corresponds to the use of the fabric with the increased thermal
conductivity ( ≈ 0.01 W/m·K) [12], it leads to the increase in its efficiency by the factor of 2.5 and
decrease іn TE modules power down to W = 100 W.
However, from the research performed it is clear that the model of a TE conditioner with
uniformly distributed modules for humans is not efficient enough and requires further improvements,
especially by way of intensifying of the heat exchange by blowing with air fans, etc. Moreover, to
diminish energy expenditures when using individual conditioners for humans, the search for and
development of novel materials with the increased thermal conductivity remains essential.
Conclusions
1. The possibility of development of a thermoelectric conditioner for humans based on the model
with the uniformly distributed modules was confirmed but its application is not efficient enough
and requires further improvements. The dependence of the electric power needed for provision of
the human body constant temperature ( T = 36.6 ºС) on the ambient temperature and the vest
fabric thermal resistance was computed.
2. The dependence of the electric power necessary for the human body constant temperature
( T = 36.6 ºС) provision on the ambient temperature and the vest fabric thermal resistance was
computed.
3. It was determined that the electric power of W = 250 W is required to supply the conditioner for
humans at the thermal resistance of about  = 0.4 K/W, which corresponds to the use of cottonbased fabric, whereas the ambient temperature is T1 = 36.6 ºC.
4. If the thermal resistance of the vest is reduced f ivefold, which corresponds to the use of the
fabric with the increased thermal conductivity ( ≈ 0.01 W/m·K) [11], it leads to the increase in
its efficiency by the factor of 2.5.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ON THERMOELECTRIC AUTOMOBILE
STARTING PRE-HEATER OPERATED WITH DIESEL FUEL
The results of experimental research on the energy characteristics of 75 – 90 W thermoelectric
automobile heater operated with diesel fuel for start heating of engine under low ambient
temperatures are presented.
Key words: starting pre-heater, thermoelectric generator.

Introduction
Today the problem of internal combustion engines start-up under low ambient temperatures is
solved by using starting pre-heaters commercially produced by a number of companies –
Eberspecher, Webasto, Truma (Germany), Ateso (Czeck Republic), Teplostar (Russia), Mikuni
(Japan). Such heaters run on different fuels and are used in the cars, trucks, buses, yachts and boats.
Many years’ experience of vehicles operation shows that start heating not only assures reliable
engine start, but also allows increasing its service life by 50 – 60 thousand kilometers per year and
reducing toxic discharge by a factor of 5, while saving 90 – 150 l of fuel during one winter season.
Moreover, comfortable conditions provided by start heating eliminate completely the possibility of
accident due to cold impact on the driver [1].
However, despite ample opportunities, starting pre-heaters have not found mass application
yet. One of the main reasons for this is electric energy requirement for power supply to heater
components, namely fuel pump, fan for air delivery to combustion chamber, circulation pump for
liquid heat carrier pumping. Preliminary investigations have shown that during operation of liquid
heater of thermal power 4 kW and electric power requirement 40 W, a battery of capacity 60 А·hour
within 4.5 hours loses 50 % of capacity. This causes battery discharge and creates significant
difficulties at engine start. To avoid battery discharge during start heating, it is reasonable to use
thermoelectric generator as a source of electricity for such heaters [2 – 4].
In [5], analysis of technical characteristics of starting pre-heaters for various transport means is
made and electrical parameters of thermal generators are determined which are necessary for
autonomous operation of such heaters and additional power supply to other automobile equipment,
including re-charging of batteries.
Based on computer calculations performed in [6], a sample of thermoelectric heater operated
with diesel fuel of electric power output 70 – 90 W has been created at the Institute of
Thermoelectricity for start heating of transport means with engine displacement up to 4 l.
The purpose of this work is to study thermal and electrical characteristics of the developed
heater design and to test its operation in the automobile.
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Structure and operating principle of thermoelectric starting pre-heater
Fig. 1 shows a layout of an automobile starting pre-heater with a thermoelectric power supply.

а)

б)

Fig. 1. Layout (a) and exterior view (b) of an automobile starting pre-heater with a thermoelectric power
supply: 1 – hot heat exchanger; 2 – source of heat; 3 – fan; 4 – fuel pump; 5 – thermoelectric pile;
6 – cold heat exchanger; 7 – input and output connecting pipes; 8 – circulating pump; 9 – overheat
sensor; 10 – electronic unit; 11 – thermal insulation; 12 – case; 13 – exhaust pipe.

This thermoelectric heater is composed of a hot side heat exchanger 1, which holds the source
of heat 2 in its interior space. Fuel and air delivery to the source of heat is carried out by a fan 3 and
fuel pump 4. A thermoelectric pile 5 is located on the exterior surface of the hot heat exchanger the
heat from which is removed by heat exchangers 6.
Cold heat exchangers are combined into one hydraulic loop connected to the engine cooling
system by the connecting pipes 7. Circulation of the liquid heat carrier in the “heater-engine” loop is
realized with the circulating pump 8. An overheat sensor 9 is located on one of the cold heat
exchangers to control the temperature of the heat carrier.
The start-up and operation control of all heater devices (fan, fuel and circulating pumps) is
done by an electronic unit 10.
Free space between the hot and cold heat exchangers is filled up with thermal insulation 11. An
automobile heater with a fan, electronic unit, heat exchangers and thermoelectric pile is placed within a
case 12. The end products of the fuel combustion are released by an exhaust pipe 13 into the environment.
A thermoelectric pile is composed of 12 standard generator modules ALTEC-1061 [7] which
are electrically connected in series/in parallel. Modules connection was adjusted so that the output
voltage of the heater matched the voltage of the automotive storage battery.
A diesel burner Ersatzbrenner D TT-C MB was used as a source of heat in the structure of the
heater, pulse pump BTL.DP30.02.12V DAEMPFLER E-TEIL and liquid pump 12V U4847 TT C/E of
the starting pre-heater “Thermo Top Evo 4» (Webasto) [8]” were used as fuel and circulating pumps.
The heater works as follows. Thermal energy from fuel combustion heats up the hot heat
exchanger, passes through the thermoelectric converter and is diverted by the liquid heat carrier
circulating in the heat exchangers of the heater and engine cooling system. Due to the temperature
difference between the hot and cold sides, the thermal converter generates electric current. Therefore,
thermal energy diverted from the thermal converter is used for the engine warm-up and heating of the
car interior, while electric power is used to supply heater components and recharge the automobile
storage battery.
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Test stand for thermoelectric heater analysis
The analysis of energy characteristics of the designed thermoelectric diesel heater was made on
test stands, the layout of which is shown in Fig. 2 and 3.

Fig. 2. Layout of test stand №1: 1 – air fan; 2 – diesel burner; 3 – fuel pump; 4 – circulating pump;
5 – electronic control unit; 6 – pulse controller; 7 – oscillograph; 8 – thermocouples; 9 – multimeter;
10 – Dewar flask with ice; 11 – rotary switch; 12 – digital ammeter; 13 – rheostat.

Fig. 3. Layout of the test stand №2: 1 – air fan; 2 – diesel burner; 3 – fuel pump; 4 – circulating pump
5 – electronic control unit; 6 – storage battery; 7 – control panel; 8 – overheat sensor; 9 – digital
ammeter; 10 – multimeter; 11 – thermocouples; 12 – Dewar flask with ice; 13 – switch.
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Power supply of components (air fan 1, spark plug of diesel burner 2, fuel pump 3, circulating
pump 4) was done from a separate power source to obtain the optimum performance of the heater,
improve the algorithm of its start-up and reach the maximum power. Fuel consumption was adjusted
by the pulse controller 6 measuring the pulse period with the oscillograph 7. Temperatures on the hot
and cold heat exchangers, as well as the temperature of the gas at the outlet of the exhaust pipe, were
measured by differential thermocouples 8. External load was set by the rheostat 13 removing the
voltage and electrical current from thermoelectric modules.
The testing of the thermoelectric heater paired up with the automobile battery was performed
on the test stand No.2 (Fig. 3). In this case, the operation of components was not controlled manually
by power supply units, but by the electronic control unit 5.
The storage battery charge level was determined by determining the electric current in the
“storage battery - generator” system and the storage battery voltage. The heat carrier temperature was
set in the control panel 7 and the set temperature was controlled by the overheat sensor 8.
The heat removal system of the heater was combined in one hydraulic loop with the thermostat
to estimate the heating velocity of the heat carrier.
Test stand results
The research results of the parameters of the automobile starting pre-heater and thermoelectric
generator are shown in Fig. 4.
The presented data show that within two hours of the heater operation the cold heat carrier, in
this case it is water, is heated to 70 °С (the heat carrier temperature was considered to be equal to the
temperature of the cold heat exchanger Тcold). In so doing, after 20 minutes of operation the
temperatures of the hot heat exchanger Тhot and exhaust gases Tgas are at 280 °С and 300 °С and do
not vary afterwards, therefore the generator reaches the stationary mode. Under such circumstances,
the electrical voltage U of the thermoelectric converter under maximum power conditions is within
13 – 12 V at Тcold = 30 – 70 °С.
The stationary mode of the heater (mode IV) is sustained when the heat power of the heat
source Q is 2.3 kW and the cold heat carrier consumption gT = 0.3 m3/hour. However, for the reliable
start and steady operation of the heater in the electronic control unit, the gradual increase of heat
power of the burner and aerofuel mixture was implemented (Table).

Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of cold Тcold, hot heat exchangers Thot, combustion
products Тgas and output electric voltage U of the heater on the operation time.
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Table
Operating mode of thermoelectric starting pre-heater
Heat power Q,
W
935
1190
1570
2330

Mode
I
II
III
IV

Fuel consumption
gп, g/hour
79
100
132
195

Air consumption
gair, m3/hour
3.26
3.5
3.65
4.57

Heat carrier consumption gТ, m3/hour
0.3

Note that further increment of the burner heat power leads to overheating of the hot side of the
modules (Тр ~ 350 °С) and therefore such modes are not used for the heater operation.
Fig. 5 shows dependencies of the maximum electric power Р and coefficient of efficiency η of
the heater on the temperature of the cold heat carrier.

а)
b)
Fig. 5. Dependence of maximum electric power Р (а) and coefficient of efficiency η (b)
on the temperature of the cold heat carrier.

From Fig. 5 it follows that the output electric power of the thermoelectric starting pre-heater is
90 to75 W within the temperature range of the circulating heat carrier 40 – 70 °С. The efficiency of
thermoelectric conversion comes to 4 % at Тcold = 40 °С and decreases to 3.3 % at Тcold = 70 °С as the
heat carrier warms up.
The research results of the operation of the thermoelectric starting pre-heater paired with the
automobile storage battery are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Dependence of charge and discharge power of storage battery on the time of thermoelectric heater
operation. Roman numerals denote the modes of heater operation (Tabl.).
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As shown in Fig. 6, after the heater start-up the supply of its components is done with the
storage battery (0 – 7 minutes). At the same time, 15 – 25 W is used for the circulating pump, fuel
pump and fan depending on the operating mode and 60 – 70 W for the burner spark plug supply. The
discharge mode of the storage battery lasts until the time when the output power of the generator is
equal to the consumed power of the components. Afterwards, the electronic control unit cuts off
supply of the components from the storage battery and the heater switches to off-line mode. With the
increase of the output electric power of the generator, the electronic unit reroutes the excess of the
electric energy to charge the storage battery (7 – 120 minutes). Data presented in Fig. 6 show that the
maximum power used for charging is 50 W and thereafter decreases slightly to 45 W due to the cold
heat carrier warming-up.
Observation results made in automobile
The layout of the heater connection to the hydraulic loop of the automobile is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Layout of the heater connection to the hydraulic loop of the automobile:
1 – engine; 2 – thermoelectric heater; 3 – furnace; 4 – thermostat; 5 – radiator;
6 – circulating pump of heater; 7 – standard pump of automobile.

It is advisable to place the thermoelectric heater 2 in the hydraulic loop of the automobile
between the engine 1 and furnace 3 in such a way that the liquid heat carrier which moves along the
minor cooling circuit (“engine-furnace-standard pump) reached the engine entry upon exiting the
heater.
The operation of the thermoelectric starting pre-heater was analyzed in a “Mercedes”
automobile with the engine volume of 2.8 liters (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Thermoelectric starting preheater in the
“Mercedes” automobile.
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Diesel fuel was delivered to the heater from the separate tank located with the fuel pump in the
trunk of the automobile (Fig. 9a). The fuel pump was connected to the heater mounted under the
automobile hood with the electricity cable and fuel pipe (Fig. 9b).

а)

b)
Fig. 9. Location of fuel tank and fuel pump (a), electricity
cables and fuel pipe (b).

The results of the experimental analysis of the starting pre-heater in the automobile are
presented in Fig. 10.
The data above show that the thermoelectric heater provides the engine pre-heating up to
50 °С within the time of its operation (Fig. 10a), even if the temperature is nonoptimal, it is
sufficient for the automobile start-up. Turning on the standard heating system leads to the engine
temperature fall Tengine down to 30 °С and the car interior temperature rise Тcar interior up to 10 °С
(Fig. 10b). Under such conditions, the amount of fuel mfuel used by the heater is ~ 400 g in both
cases.

а)

б)

Fig. 10. Results of experimental investigations of thermoelectric heater
in the automobile: а) engine preheating; b) engine pre-heating and car interior heating.
Ambient temperature То = – 5 °С.
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The storage battery charging mode (Fig. 11) was turned on on the 7th minute of the heater
operation, while the charging rate І reached its peak 1.9 A on the 20th minute of operation and
actually did not change afterwards. At the same time, the voltage level of the storage battery Ubattery
was 13 V from the moment the heater reached its off-line operation mode until the fan of the
standard heating system turns on, whereupon it declined rapidly to 12 V.

Fig. 11. Dependence of storage battery voltage and charging rate
on the time of heater operation.

Thus, within the period of the heater operation in the automobile, the excess of the electric
power of the thermal generator used for recharging storage battery is 20 – 25 W.
It should be noted that such discrepancy in the automobile measurement results and test units
(Fig. 6) was due to the fact that the storage batteries were charged differently in both cases.
Therefore, the charging rate shall be determined first and foremost by the storage battery charge level
in each individual case [9].
Similar research aimed at the determination of the fuel consumption, car interior and engine
temperatures was performed when the engine was warmed-up at idle. The results of these
measurements are shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Results of experimental investigations of automobile
warm-up at idle. Ambient temperature То = – 5 °С.
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As compared with the warming-up by the thermoelectric heater, the idle running provides
optimal engine temperature 80 °С for the automobile start-up on the 10th minute of operation and
allows the car interior temperature to rise to 15 °С. But in this case, the burned fuel mass mfuel is
700 g at the moment when the standard heating system switches on, which is nearly twice as large as
the consumed fuel at the pre-start heating.
Therefore, considering that in average an automobile does 4 cold starts per day during only one
winter season (90 – 110 days), the diesel fuel saving for the automobile with the engine volume of
2.8 liters shall be 120 – 150 litres (~ 40 %).
Conclusions
1. It is established that the output electric power of the developed thermoelectric starting preheater is 75 – 90 W at the hot heat exchanger temperature 280 °С and cold heat carrier
temperature within 70 – 40 °С. The maximum efficiency of the generator is 4 % under such
conditions.
2. It is stated that the maximum power mode of the heater is reached when the heat power of the
heat source is 2.3 kW, fuel consumption 195 g/hour and air consumption 4.57 m3/hour.
Meanwhile, the cold heat carrier consumption is 0.3 m3/hour.
3. It is established that nearly 90 W of the storage battery electric power is used to supply the
heater components. When the heater switches to off-line mode, the electronic control unit cuts
off the supply of the components from the storage battery and with the increase of the output
electric power of the generator reroutes the excess of the electric energy to charge the storage
battery. Meanwhile, the charging rate is determined by the individual storage battery charge
level.
4. It is established that the thermoelectric heater provides the automobile engine pre-heating up to
50 °С within two hours of operation. Switching on the standard heating system of the
automobile leads to decrease of the engine temperature to 30 °С, whereas the car interior
temperature increases to 10 °С.
5. It is shown that the application of the thermoelectric starting pre-heater in automobiles with
engine volume of 2.8 liters allows saving fuel by ~ 40 % during only one winter season as
compared with warming-up at idle.
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